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Abstract
Biomass materials are currently considered for use in direct combustion systems, and for
value added products. The major roadblock associated with implementation of biomass into these
new systems is the high cost of handling and transport. Herbaceous biomasses from crop residues
and dedicated energy crops have a low bulk density, which leads to expensive handling and
transportation costs.

Densification of the herbaceous biomass is necessary to increase the

efficiency of transport. The method of densification investigated is mechanical compression,
without forming pellets. This method involves compressing the herbaceous biomass with a
mechanism to hold it in the compressed form. This method differs from pelleting in the fact that
the compressed dry herbaceous biomass can expand after released.
A commercial hay compressor was used to compress switchgrass bales and evaluate the
effectiveness of the compressor operating on herbaceous biomass. The compressor operated at
0.1104 hours per ton and .5435 gallons per ton to compress the material. Assuming labor costs
are 15 dollars per hour and fuel is 3 dollars per gallon, the labor and fuel costs are 1.66 dollars per
ton and 1.63 dollars per ton, respectively. Including the machinery costs and 2 laborers, the total
price would be 16.44 dollars per ton to compress the biomass.
The adoption of biomass into power generation and liquid fuel production requires
optimized handling methods to move the biomass. This requires selecting the most economical
systems from among various loose and baled handling systems. A model is used for optimization
which selects the best handling method for every point in a given location. This model outputs a
map which shows the optimized handling scenario for all handling systems reviewed.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
There are many reasons to seek out alternative energy sources to feed our nation’s energy
demand. The main reason alternative fuels are being considered for energy is the rising costs
associated with traditional global energy of oil, natural gas, and coal. America consumed 20
million barrels of oil per day in September of 2007, representing 24 percent of world production
(Hostetter, 2007). Oil prices have increased over the last five years thereby increasing fuel costs.
It is also important to diversify our energy sources to protect against an energy cost spike
associated with specific commodities that we cannot control. Profits from current oil markets end
up overseas, weakening our economy. In November 2008, these profits amounted to 421 billion
U.S. dollars leaving our country per year to pay for foreign oil (Corsi, 2007).
Switching from fossil fuels to alternatives will also reduce greenhouse gas emissions. An
example of this is with plant based fuels, switchgrass captures carbon dioxide from the air while
growing. Alternatives to fossil fuels include nuclear, wind, hydroelectric, solar, tidal, and plantbased resources. Plant-based renewable resources have been used as energy sources for
thousands of years. Plant-based materials are still currently used as a heating and cooking fuel
utilizing direct combustion to release the stored energy in cellulose. Biomass represents crop and
forest residues, energy crops, and urban plant waste.
Products created from biomass currently hold great potential for uses as alternatives to
fossil fuel. This potential is attributed to the numerous places from which biomass can be
obtained, such as farm, forest, and urban environments. Many locations in America can produce
biomass that can be used economically for fuel. These biomass fuels can come from urban or
agricultural waste, a natural forest stand, or a dedicated energy crop. Dedicated energy crops are
grown specifically for the purpose of powering and fueling our nation. The scope of this research
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will focus upon dedicated energy crops, specifically switchgrass. This proposal will not include
urban and forest wastes, such as grass clippings, woodchips, logging byproducts, and byproducts
from sawmills. The Department of Energy found that our nation has over 1.3 billion dry tons per
year of biomass potential from urban, farm and forest sources, enough to produce biofuels to
meet more than one-third of the current yearly demand for transportation fuels (Perlack et al.,
2005). The potential to create large amounts of fuel and energy is present today, but high
handling costs of biomass economically limits the scale of any new plant.
The first step of utilizing biomass for energy is to collect the materials in the field.
Traditionally, crop growers collect straw and hay using mowers and balers, and store these bales
for on-farm use. Other biomass can also be collected using existing machine systems to produce
bales of biomass. This approach would capitalize on existing machinery allowing for an easy
implementation at the farm level. However, while this machine system produces a product that is
well suited for animal feed, the product is not tailored for a bioprocessing plant. A hay bale is
suited for feeding a group of animals a high value feed crop, but when the crop is a low value
biomass, the handling costs are no longer offset by the crop value.
A second technique that could be adopted for handling biomass on the farm is ensilage.
Animal forage that is to be ensiled is chopped in the field and blown into a truck or wagon. This
truck or wagon is unloaded into a silo, eliminating the need for handling bales. Another method
of harvest is with a self-loading forage wagon, which is capable of both chopping and collecting
forage from a windrow. The self-loading wagon uses considerably less energy and labor than the
traditional forage harvesting system (Tremblay et al., 1991). The self-loading wagon systems
also eliminate bale wrap and twine, often made from plastic, a derivative of oil. The self-loading
wagon and forage harvesting systems produce biomass that is not contained by any twine or
wrap, hereafter, referred to as loose biomass.
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Along with the self-loading forage wagon, the cotton industry uses a bulk handling
approach to harvest. Cotton harvesters deliver cotton to a field-side module builder which creates
8 metric ton bales called modules that are transported via a tractor trailer. Ravula et al. (2008)
found that by applying logistics learned in the cotton harvest process, biomass handling processes
could be streamlined. This literature points to bulk handling methods learned in cotton harvesting
used in the harvest of biomass for biofuels. Different methods will have different benefits for
farm and bioprocessing use. Both methods of baling and chopping harvested materials require
storage at the farm until the material is to be used.
Once harvested, the biomass material needs to be transported from the farm to the
bioprocessing plant. Bales are the current method of biomass transport; bale movement is
accomplished by loading bales onto trucks. The bulk density of the bales directly influences the
efficiencies of transportation. If the material is bulky and light, which is the case for biomass, it
will not be economically feasible to transport long distances. Mahmudi and Flynn (2006) found
that “field harvested biomass has a low energy yield/unit area in comparison with solid fossil fuel
sources such as a coal,” and this “contributes to biomass having a significantly higher cost of
transportation per unit of available energy than fossil fuels.” Bales require long loading and
unloading times; the more bales being moved, the more time is wasted in loading and unloading.
This time loss may not be substantial for feeding livestock, but to a bioprocessing facility, the loss
would be substantial. There have not been any studies of transport with loose biomass due to the
fact that there are no current methods to compact loose biomass for transport.
Bales arriving at a bioprocessing plant need to be chopped to begin the process to
produce liquid fuels. Similarly, bales arriving at a power plant also need to be chopped to easily
facilitate the combustion process. Although they are dense and transport well, bales can be bulky
and require special machinery to handle at processing (Badger et al., 1999). This raises the
question as to whether it is possible to chop or pre-process the bales in the field.

Chopping
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biomass is a process that farmers can already do with current equipment. Pre-processing or size
reduction within farm gate could reduce overall costs of adding value to the biomass in later
processes.
Studies (Van Pelt, 2003; Wagner and Büscher, 2005) have shown that the energy
required to densify biomass can be modeled to predict total power and fuel required. Loose
biomass could be densified for transportation, although enough densification to transport far
distances economically and compete with the bale system may be unreachable. One can assume
that if the bioprocessing plant is next to the field being harvested, the loose biomass would not
need to be compressed to be more economically efficient than the bale. Handling and processing
the loose biomass would save money due to the fact that its form requires less processing.
Therefore, if the loose biomass is compacted to some density less than the bale, it would be
economical to use the loose material over the baled form for some specific distance of transport.
Beyond that distance, the density of the bale would save on hauling costs; the longer the hauling
distance, the more densified or recompressed the bale needs to be to reduce the hauling costs.
Therefore, any given density of the biomass will have a corresponding distance for which it can
be economically transported to a bioprocessing plant.
Biomass can be useful as an alternative fuel to offset the high cost of coal and imported
oil. The current roadblocks of bioenergy production involve logistics of transport. An analysis of
the economics of biomass transport would be useful for planning the logistics of a bioprocessing
plant. Many people are interested in investing in bioenergy systems, but logistics need to be
sorted out before further progress can be made in these systems. Loose biomass can be produced
at the farm level cheaper than bales; it is also more desirable if the end use will require chopped
material. The problem in linking these two markets is transportation. The loose material needs to
be compressed into a container or a bale, to facilitate transport, allow easy unloading, and
ultimately reduce overall handling and processing costs. This research will compare various
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handling and densification machinery working with switchgrass. This research will develop a
model of herbaceous biomass feedstock logistics which correlates operating costs associated with
field handling and the locations that that biomass can be feasibly hauled.
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review
A literature review was conducted to determine the state of the art of herbaceous biomass
logistics. This literature review focuses on the processes that are required to handle biomass as it
moves from the field to a bioprocessing or power plant. The review will cover all steps taken
from farm level up to the end use of the biomass. First the literature review focuses on current
varieties and harvesting schedules at the farm level. The processes to handle loose material and
baled material will then be reviewed. Densification processes to improve storage and transport
will be investigated. Storage and transport practices will then be explored. The final section will
cover the gaps that still remain in the knowledge on the subject.

2.1 Crop Selection

Switchgrass (Panicum virgatum L.) is often chosen as an energy crop due its high yields.
Switchgrass can be grown sustainably in the Midwest with yields of 10.5 to 12.6 Mg ha-1 year-1
harvested after anthesis (Sarath et al., 2008). Switchgrass in Pennsylvania has averaged 6.0 Mg
ha-1 year-1 in studies done by Sanderson (2008). This high yield, along with the ability of
switchgrass to grow on marginal lands, has placed switchgrass as the frontrunner of dedicated
energy crops. Another plentiful source of energy is corn stover, the residue left behind from the
corn grain harvest. Corn stover currently makes up the largest source of biomass from agriculture
with 75 million dry tons (68 million tonnes) per year available sustainably (Perlack et al., 2005).
Scientists have noted that a mid-August harvest of switchgrass will reduce stand density
over time and they recommend harvesting later in the season when re-growth would be
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minimized or not occur (Adler et al., 2006; Casler and Boe, 2003). Delaying harvest until after
winter also reduces ash and water concentration; this gives a dryer product that has more energy
per unit weight. Switchgrass harvest is best suited after winter for a number of reasons.
Switchgrass harvested after winter has less ash, is dryer, provides winter habitat for wildlife,
deposits nutrients back into soil, and is best suited for all conversion systems. On conservation
lands an April harvest is beneficial to wildlife due to the nesting patterns of birds (Adler et al.,
2006). Corn stover can be harvested any time after the grain is harvested, assuming it is at a
suitable moisture content.
The Cave-in-Rock variety of switchgrass is noted frequently in the literature for northern
climates. Northern varieties must withstand the forces of a harsher winter; this means they must
remain upright to resist lodging that occurs with snowfall. By trapping the crop on the ground
and not allowing it to be picked up in the spring, lodging can significantly reduce harvest yields.
A 10 year trial of varieties determined that the most appropriate switchgrass is the variety Alamo,
in the deep South, the lowland varieties Alamo and Kanlow at mid-latitudes, and the upland
varieties Cave-in-Rock, Trailblazer, and Sunburst for northern latitudes (McLaughlin and Kszos,
2005).
Biomass dedicated energy crops may be grown on many different sites. The area that
grows biomass is referred to as the production area. The production area is dependent on the
current sale price of the biomass. Biomass crops compete with standard crops based on the
demand in the area for each. Cundiff et al. found that with a production area of 20 percent and
greater the handling costs could be kept under 5 dollars per dry Mg (4.5 dollars per dry ton)
(2009). Production areas percentage is directly related to the distance the biomass has to travel.
A small production area results in large travel distances and high costs of transport.
Corn stover is a crop residue; the corn plant is primarily grown for grain with stover
being the by-product. Because the principal function of different corn varieties is to alter grain
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yields, pest resistance, and crop timing, the corn stover for biomass yield is of little concern to
most corn producers. It should also be noted that a percentage of corn stover should be left on the
field to encourage organic matter in soil, and to decrease runoff of storm water from the field. As
with other crop residues, the amount of corn stover available for use cannot be controlled in the
scope of this research. Hence, the effect of corn varieties upon stover yields will not be of
concern herein.

2.2 Loose Material Harvest and Handling

Forage choppers are currently used on farms to harvest corn and hay silage. These
machines are designed to harvest material with high moisture contents and may experience
friction and combustion problems with dry material. A forage chopper was evaluated in Europe
for harvesting miscanthus (Miscanthus x giganteus) at 11 mm and 44 mm chop length, which
resulted in a bulk density of 95 and 70 kg d.m./m3, respectively (Venturi et al., 1998). This
research also experimented with compacting loose miscanthus biomass with a machine derived
from a commonly used stationary recycled paper compactor. Use of this compactor yielded bales
with a density of 265 kg/m3.
Self-loading wagons have been shown to reduce labor and fuel costs as compared to
forage choppers (Tremblay et al., 1991). Despite self-loading wagon benefits, for speed reasons
the self-propelled forage chopper is commonly used for harvest. Herbaceous biomass does not
need to meet animal nutrition requirements, and therefore can vary in moisture content. This
variability can allow a farmer a longer time window to harvest biomass. Self-loading wagons do
not need transport trucks, and rely on tractor power to harvest and transport. Therefore, the selfloading wagon might be a viable method to reduce biomass harvest fuel usage.
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2.3 Baling Biomass and Bale Handling

The use of balers to harvest herbaceous biomass is well documented. Round balers
densify by packing and rolling the biomass. Large square balers densify “flakes” of biomass, and
then compress the flakes into bales. Prewitt et al. (2007) baled corn stover and achieved densities
up to 176 kg/m3. Cundiff and Marsh (1996) found the density of switchgrass bales to be 143
kg/m3 and 200 kg/m3 for round and large square bales, respectively. Storage is also preferable
with round bales, and round balers require less energy to run. Sokhansanj and Turhollow (2002)
also found that round balers reduce cost as compared to square balers when harvesting corn
stover. Baler manufacturers are trying to develop high density bales to reduce transportation
costs. The Krone Big Pack 1290HDP large square baler is an example of a machine that can
increase the weight of a bale by up to 20% as compared to standard baler models. Handling and
transporting square bales may be an option to handle biomass if an efficient and effective
technique can be found. Square bales, however, have the disadvantage of large mass loss due to
deterioration if stored in a field without adequate covering. Baling also depends on local weather,
conditions of biomass harvesting, and the end requirements of bioenergy production. If the
biomass cannot be dried due to weather restrictions, the harvest and handling systems must be
able to process that wet material. Baling may not be the most suitable technology in this case.

2.4 Densification and Preprocessing

Densification and preprocessing refer to the handling steps that occur at the farm level in
order to minimize storage and transport costs. Preprocessing usually indicates size reduction
while densification indicates an increase in bulk density. Lam et al. (2008) have shown that bulk
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density increases as particle size decreases. Integrating size reduction into the field harvesting
operations might reduce the overall cost of biomass feedstock supply (Wright, 2008). Wright et
al. (2006) reported that distributed preprocessing at the field-site or a fixed preprocessing facility
could reduce cost and provide a higher value feedstock. Most literature focuses on using
hammermills, due to the lower maintenance associated with operating costs (Yu et al., 2003).
Van Pelt (2003) tested densification of corn stover and other biomass, and found relationships
and formulas that relate the energy applied to the density achieved. With these relationships
power required to densify a specific biomass can be determined. Densification is currently used
in almost all farm level hay harvesting procedures. Densification needs to be utilized in any
herbaceous biomass handling system to minimize handling and storage costs.

2.4.1 Loose Material Densification

In order to avoid the dangers of fire associated with wet bales, the harvest and transport
of loose material has been of extreme interest. Turhollow and Sokhansanj (2007) studied the
transport of wet corn stover at 75% moisture and found limited circumstances where transport
would be feasible. Research has also focused on comparing baled material with chopped loose
silage material, with the findings showing silage not competitive with dry hay bales based on
transport and harvest costs (Worley and Cundiff, 1996). A proposed system in Idaho would grind
bales at a satellite storage location (SSL) and then transport the ground loose material to the plant.
This proposed method applies size reduction to the bales so they are ready to use upon arrival to
the plant. This method could theoretically load the truck to 65% of axle weight with loose
material (Cundiff et al., 2007). This means that any extra loading of material over 65% of axle
weight into the truck would result in increased transport efficiency. There is no current system
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based completely on transporting loose material. The proposed Idaho system involves baling the
material in the field, transporting bales to the storage location, and grinding bales for transport on
an as needed basis.
The required pressure to densify herbaceous biomass can be seen in Figure 2.1. Those
curves shown in this figure indicate that as pressure increases the density increases; this
relationship plateaus, indicating that to densify higher density material the same amount requires
a larger pressure difference than would be required of a lower density material.

Figure 2.1. Bulk Density vs Pressure for Dry Hay (Van Pelt, 2003).

2.4.2 Square Bale Densification

Square hay bales are currently densified to transport overseas. This densification is
expensive, but can be justified due to the high demand for hay in Eastern countries. Current bulk
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density of hay bales is around 160 kg/m3, but a bale compressor from Steffen Hay Inc. can
densify the bale two to three times the field density (Steffen Systems, 2009). However, bale
recompression is currently only applied to international hay shipping industries because the cost
of recompression is $30 per wet ton (Miles, 2008). The economic performance of the system
when the bale recompression is integrated into the bale-based system needs to be studied. The
densification curve for a bale would be similar to Figure 2.1, with added densification requiring
more and more pressure. Some large square bales of hay can already be transported at legal truck
limits, but loading and unloading of the bales is often time consuming. Switchgrass and corn
stover are normally less dense than hay products made with a similar baler due to physical
properties of the plant matter. A study of this densification for biomass systems could be applied
to loose and round bale systems giving theoretical costs to implement compression.

2.4.3 Current Machinery Assessment and Selection

A large number of machines exist for densification of loose materials to increase
transport efficiency. These machines are primarily designed for densification of garbage and
recycling refuse. A common machine called the vertical baler uses hydraulic force to densify
recyclables into high density bales. Vertical balers are capable of densifying anything from nonferrous scrap metals to clothing scraps and packing foam. Other densification options include a
commercial hay compressor (figure 2.2) used for compressing bales for overseas transport. The
commercial compressor should be assessed for biomass handling, due to its effective use in the
hay handling industry.
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Bale feeder
Cutter 2

Compressor

Cutter 1

Figure 2.2. Image of commercial compressor to be used for densification.

2.4.4 Shipping Containers

Cundiff et al. (2007) has proposed two systems for herbaceous biomass transport; one
that unwraps and grinds round bales and loads a shipping container, and another that uses frames
to move bales. Both the containers and the frames meet ISO shipping standards to simplify
transport. This research also found that loose material could be transported more efficiently than
a bale if it was at a dry density of 153 kg/m3 or more. The feasibility of hauling bales of biomass
is also directly influenced by the bulk density of the bales. The densification of straw bales
treated with urea has been studied; this pretreatment aids in increasing bulk density, and adds
nutritive value to the feedstock. This study found that 800 kJ/t can compact a straw bale to 300
kg/m3 whereas it takes 622 kJ/t for a bale soaked with urea to compact to the same density
(Bamaga and Thakur, 2002). It is important to know the final use of the material and the final
required state before deciding upon a handling procedure. If pre-treating with urea or another
liquid is desirable, then horsepower could be saved in the handling steps. There is no literature
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focusing on loading a shipping container, or other mobile container, to the maximum legal weight
of herbaceous biomass that can be hauled.

2.5 On Farm Storage of Biomass

Farm storage of biomass is currently achieved the same way farmers store other forages
in bales and loose form. Bale harvesting losses increase as the material moisture content
decreases (Sanderson et al., 1997). This is presumably attributed to the material shattering at
lower moisture contents. Sanderson (1997) also noted that, unprotected outside, in Texas, round
bales will lose an average of 13 percent dry matter over the course of a year. This loss will
increase if the weather conditions are worse, as is the case for more northern climates. Round
bales are generally favored over square bales because they can be baled with up to a 20 percent
moisture content (w.b.) (Cundiff and Grisso, 2008). Square bales must be stored below 15
percent moisture because they have been known to spontaneously combust at higher moisture
contents (Cundiff and Marsh, 1996). Wet storage can also be achieved by limiting oxygen to the
bale, which gives a very uniform feedstock, as documented by Shinners et al. (2007). Farm
storage currently employs the practices of baling or ensiling, with no literature suggesting storage
in a moveable container or other bulk vessel.

2.6 Hauling Costs of Biomass

Hauling costs include loading the transport vehicle, transport, and unloading costs.
Transportation of biomass from farm gate to processing site is the single most important factor
affecting the logistics of a biomass handling facility. Transportation is needed to move vast
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amounts of biomass from the farm gate to the biomass final location. A biomass handling facility
is a location where biomass materials cease belonging to the farmer, and come into possession by
the end user. A handling facility can be a field side drop point, or a large scale satellite storage
location (SSL) where many farmers store herbaceous biomass, and the receiver removes the
biomass on an as needed basis. The receiver is hereafter referred to as the “Plant”. The plant
may perform gasification, direct combustion, or any other process adding value to the biomass.
In this research the plant will be the end location for the biomass. Pre-processing refers to size
reduction, or chemical additions to the biomass at the handling facility or farm. Processing refers
to the same processes preformed at the plant. Densification refers to the increase in bulk density
of a biomass material due to mechanical force. Freshly harvested herbaceous biomass material is
fluffy and transporting this material a long distance would be inefficient; the material needs to be
densified to be efficiently transported.
Distance traveled and time to load greatly affects total transport cost. The hauling cost is
directly influenced by the time it takes the trucks to load and unload (Cundiff and Grisso, 2007;
Cundiff et al., 2007) and the distance from the biomass harvest sites to the conversion plant
(Jenkins, 1997; Kumar and Sokhansanj, 2007). Currently, trucks are hauling wood chips and
rectangular or round bales to some biorefinery plants. The primary method of transport discussed
throughout the literature involves trucking square bales. Cundiff et al. (2007) proposed a method
to haul bales in a frame holding 32 round bales per truck. Round bales are normally focused
upon due to the storage problems with large square bales above 15 percent moisture. This
research also suggests that bulk densification equipment and technology to densify bales or forms
other than bales is needed to make transport more efficient. These proposed technologies were
discussed in Section 2.4.
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2.7 Modeling Biomass Harvesting and Handling Systems

Machines used to harvest and handle biomass work in cycles. In the case of baled
material, a machine collects, and compresses into bales, while other machines collect these bales,
and transport them to the final storage destination. These many machines work together to
achieve a common goal. Any cost analysis of these systems will have to include a model of these
various systems working together.

2.7.1 The IBSAL Program for Modeling Biomass Logistics
The Integrated Biomass Supply Analysis and Logistics Model (IBSAL) is a simulation
model, which runs over a time period and simulates operations in the field. This method allows
the user to identify potential bottlenecks that must be alleviated before a major investment can be
made in a biorefinery (Sokhansanj et al., 2006). The IBSAL model is a time-based model which
is limited to making conclusions about a sequential set of events. This model cannot optimize a
set of events to select the best option, or the best combination of events.

2.7.2 Benchmarking Models for Biomass Logistics
A benchmarking model herein refers to a model derived from a working biomass
handling system. Benchmarked systems for biomass often include woodchip, grain, hay, and
cotton handling systems. Ravula et al. proposed a system collection algorithm derived from a
cotton handling system (2008). Switchgrass, corn stover, and other energy crops present two
major challenges when benchmarked with other crops. First, energy crops are spread over vast
distances when compared with woodchips harvested as byproducts from logging. Second, energy
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crops have low value when compared with hay, grain and cotton. Applying benchmarked models
to energy crop systems will give a good estimation of a working solution, but cannot give the
optimal solution.

2.7.3 Linear and Non-Linear Programming Models
A linear programming model is used to analyze system interactions over varying inputs;
mainly distances in the case of biomass handling. Dunnett et al. (2007) have proposed a program
to optimize scheduling of a biomass supply system for direct combustion heating. This
optimization suggests that costs of biomass handling can be improved 5 to 25 percent with the
model. This model only examined storage at a farm, and one plant requiring a various demand
for heat. Bruglieri and Liberti (2008) have proposed a “branch and bound” nonlinear model
which can determine plant locations as well as the optimum transport method to utilize. This
model focuses on multiple crops and is strictly theoretical.

2.7.4 Mixed Models for Biomass Logistics
A model comprised of multiple models can bring attributes of benchmarking, simulation
and linear programming together into a model to solve for the best solution. Leduc et al. (2008)
have optimized a system of wood gasification plants in Eastern Austria. This model focuses on
placing the plant in a location that is suitable for distribution of methanol. This model does not
consider satellite storage of the biomass. Other similar models have focused on silage handling
operations (Berruto and Busato, 2008). These models all fail to model satellite storage. Previous
models have proven that a single chain of handling procedures can be optimized. Unfortunately,
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there is no such a model currently available for multiple chains of equipment using storage
locations.

2.8 Summary of Biomass Harvest and Handling

The reviewed literature suggests the need for improved biomass harvest and densification
technologies and equipment. Investments in this growing field are hindered by the logistical
problems associated with biomass storage and transportation. This can only be accomplished
with a better understanding of the current machinery that can be used and adapted for on-farm
biomass harvesting and handling. An efficient, economic, and manageable system to transport
herbaceous biomass from the farm level to the end user is needed. The system needs to be
optimized to provide the most economic benefit to the farmers and to the consumers of the end
products. Decreasing use of oil must also be of paramount importance, which means fuel
efficiency should be maximized in all systems.
Figure 2.3 shows the herbaceous or non-woody biomass harvesting and handling options
(lines 1 to 4) currently available for potential development. This diagram assumes that biomass
pellets will not be produced at the satellite storage location. The round bale handling system (line
4) has been studied and proposed as an effective handling method (Cundiff et al., 2007). Systems
shown in lines 1 and 2 will be researched in Chapter 5. By providing chopped materials, the selfloading/chopping wagon has appreciable advantages and cost savings. The loose material system
in path 2 has advantages that cannot be realized for herbaceous biomass until the bulk
densification device is studied and developed.
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Figure 2.3. Non-woody biomass harvesting and handling options.

2.9 State-of-the-Art

Switchgrass has been identified to be the best option for a crop dedicated to production of
energy. Corn stover has been identified, for the same purpose, as a crop residue that is currently
available in large quantities. In baled form or in loose form, these crops need to be stored and
transported in an efficient manner. Machines designed to harvest biomass should be tested
harvesting switchgrass in loose and baled forms. This will allow prospective users of switchgrass
and other low value biomass crops to select the most economically feasible machines. Bale
compression should also be researched to determine if compression of a low value crop will add
any value to the handling system.
The reviewed literature does not recognize any method of transport, with bale or loose
material, which fully utilizes a truck’s legal capacity and can be loaded and unloaded quickly. A
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machine to compact herbaceous biomass to raise transport efficiency, improve handling, and
lower costs is desired. Hauling in this manor would reduce costs, as compared to current hauling
practices, and encourage faster implementation of biomass for bioenergy production. Some
machines are currently available to densify materials, but these machines should be evaluated for
power requirements and efficiencies to densify biomass feedstocks. This evaluation should be
based on the end product’s viability to be implemented into current on farm harvesting and
handling practices. A suitable machine must be able to produce products that can be handled
with current machine systems. The literature reviewed in previous sections also indicates the
need for a consensus on in-field handling technologies of biomass. Previous work done by
Cundiff and Grisso (2008), Van Pelt (2003), and Wagner and Büscher (2005) provided sufficient
information relating power requirements and density (figure 2.1) required to design a machine to
densify herbaceous biomass. Machinery tailored for other types of biomass handling may also
be adopted for herbaceous biomass compression. The machine should be selected and evaluated
to determine if it would reduce costs as compared to current methods of handling. Once selected
and analyzed the handling systems need to be modeled to compare against other systems. As is
the case with current harvesting machine systems, all have strong points and weak points. The
only way to accurately compare machine systems is with a model based on the amount of time
needed to harvest and distance to haul.
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Chapter 3 - Goals, Hypothesis and Objectives
Densification is essential to the utilization of herbaceous biomass in bioenergy plants.
Densification increases the bulk density to levels acceptable for efficient transport over long
distances. Bulk handling technologies are also needed to increase efficiencies associated with
handling.
The primary goal of this research is to investigate the possibility of utilizing a
commercial hay compressor in the process of handling herbaceous biomass for power or fuel
industries. The secondary goal of this research is to develop a model of herbaceous biomass
feedstock logistics which optimizes a handling system. This model will operate with data
collected in field, and will help to validate the first goal of testing the compressor. The objectives
in support of these goals are:
1. To obtain samples of switchgrass bales and record fuel and time use required to create the
bales.
2. To densify the sampled bales with the commercial hay compression machine, and
monitor crop moisture, density, time, labor use, and fuel consumption.
3. To compare handling systems and technologies through cost and machine performance
analysis.
4. To construct a model of researched machine systems, and optimize a biomass handling
system.
As indicated in the literature review, new techniques and equipment are needed to
improve handling and transportation of biomass feedstocks. Having established the need for new
machinery, the following working, null, and alternative hypotheses are presented.
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Working Hypothesis: With densification, herbaceous biomass bales can be handled and
transported with a more cost efficient process, as compared to a large square bale handling
system, at 50 miles at a 95% confidence level.
HO: µCost Bale System = µCost Densification (The cost to handle and transport bales will equal the
cost to handle, transport, and densify bales at 50 miles)
HA1: µCost Bale System < µCost Densification (The cost to handle and transport bales will be less than
the cost to handle, transport, and densify bales at 50 miles)
HA2: µCost Bale System > µCost Densification (The cost to handle and transport bales will be greater
than the cost to handle, transport, and densify bales at 50 miles)
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Chapter 4 - Methodology
The following section will focus on the plan of experiments to answer the proposed
hypothesis. This study was carried out in five phases as shown in Figure 4.1. These phases are as
follows:
Phase 1: Sampling herbaceous biomass;
Phase 2: Testing densification machinery;
Phase 3: Data collection;
Phase 4: Model creating and testing;
Phase 5: Hypothesis testing.
The sampling biomass phase begins by selecting the biomass and it ends by determining
the proper crop preparation for the biomass. Phase 2 includes all experiments, in field and on
farm, conducted by loose and bale handling systems. The biomass will be collected in the field
with a baler and transported to the bale densification device. Phase 3 will include all the steps
taken to collect the data throughout the experiments. Phase 4 will include creation of a model to
select viable handling systems for satellite storage locations from the loose, the round bale, and
the large square bale systems. The model will also optimize handling procedures for a given size
plant. In the final phase data will be analyzed, statistical tests performed, and the hypotheses will
be accepted or rejected.
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Figure 4.1. Densification experimental phases flowchart.
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Chapter 5 – Loose Herbaceous Biomass Tests

5.1 Loose Material Collection
A handling system in this series of tests was defined as a machine system which picks up
formed windrows from field. The self-loading/chopping wagon and a tractor was one harvesting
system in this study. Figure 5.1 shows the Pöttinger Jumbo 8000 self-loading/chopping wagon
and a tractor used in this study (Alois Pöttinger Maschinenfabrik G.m.b.H, A-4710 Grieskirchen,
Austria). The wagon has a cutting mechanism located behind the pick-up head. The function of
this mechanism is to force the crop through a set of stationary knifes and into the wagon. The
theoretical cutting length was 34 mm (1.33 in.) with the practical cutting length 50 mm (1.96 in.).
This machine can pick-up and cut crop windrows, and is, hereafter referred to as the Wagon
system. The other harvesting system, the forage harvester system, included a self-propelled
forage harvester and multiple dump trucks. The forage harvester used was a John Deere 6750 for
the 2008 season, and a John Deere 7700 for the 2009 season. This system is hereafter, called the
Chopper system.
Windrows for both machine systems were prepared with a mower and a windrow merger
or rake. The wagon system requires a rotary rake to improve the cutting quality; the chopper
system utilizes a merger to minimize the possibility of mixing rocks into the windrow. The
special cutting mechanism of the wagon would allow rocks in the windrow to pass through the
cutting mechanism without serious knife damages.
Depending on crop yield, windrows were merged in the same manner for both harvesting
systems regardless of merger or rake. The brand of the mower varied for each test, but the cutting
widths were comparable. The same mower was used in each test where the wagon and chopper
systems operated side by side.
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Figure 5.1. The self-loading wagon (Pöttinger Jumbo 8000) and tractor (Fendt 930) used in 2008

5.2 Measurements and Instrumentation
When windrows were merged and moisture content was appropriate to harvest, all
machines in these two systems were fueled and harvesting started. All field measurements started
at the moment machines started moving from fuel station to harvest sites.
Measurements in all field tests included all parameters relative to the field performance
of a machine system. Primary parameters measured for the two machine systems were time
required at several stages of harvest and transport, fuel consumption, and the mass of material
harvested. Secondary parameters measured were area harvested by each machine system,
moisture contents of the crops, cutting quality and soil compaction. The cutting quality was
evaluated using a screen process yielding a particle size distribution. The primary parameters
were recorded during harvest, while the secondary parameters were acquired after the test runs.
Time to complete field operations was measured and used to determine machine
performance. Measured time intervals included: loading, unloading, waiting, and traveling
between the field and unloading site. Machine repair in the case of field failures and waiting
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times of each machine were also monitored and recorded. Time was recorded by multiple sources
to ensure an accurate measurement using digital watches and video. These sources were later
used to verify in-field data. Since the material to be harvested was collected in the field and
transported to an unloading site, researchers were stationed in the field and at the unloading site.
Researchers were also placed in the cabs of the tractor pulling the wagon, and the forage
harvester. Research personnel were provided with digital watches that were synchronized prior to
tests. The researchers completed a data record sheet while completing the tests, ensuring that all
times were recorded. Field tests were also recorded via digital camcorders allowing later
examination and verification of field operating times recorded during the side by side or paired
tests.
Fuel consumed by each machine in the system was measured using two different
methods. Fuel from the paired tests was measured by filling the fuel tank of each piece of
equipment before tests, and then filling the equipment after the test and recording the fuel used.
A fuel truck or in-ground fuel tank with an accuracy of one tenth of a gallon was used for the
paired tests. Fuel measurements for the paired tests were performed less frequently to minimize
the effect of the accuracy of the fuel gauge used. Fueling also slowed harvest speeds, so for
paired tests fueling was kept to a minimum. The wheat straw single test was fueled using the
method from the paired tests. All other single tests, where the wagon system operated alone,
were fueled by weighing a fuel can full, and filling the tractor, then weighing the can with the
remaining fuel. This method was found to be extremely accurate.
There was a weigh station near the unloading site on each test farm. The weigh station
was used to measure the weight of each load transported by the wagon or trucks. The scales
normally used were in-ground full truck scales. When an in-ground scale was unavailable,
portable scales were used as a weigh station. One portable scale was placed under each tire and
each scale reading was recorded. Tare weights were also recorded for the each machine.
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Upon unloading the material at the delivery site, a crop sample was randomly collected
from several locations in the silage pile, and weighed on site using a portable scale (ACCULAB,
SVI-10A). Crop samples were then used to determine particle size and moisture content.
Machine tracks were marked with flags in the field at the start of a test (empty wagon or truck)
and full load locations. These tracks were later analyzed using a cone penetrometer to determine
soil compaction levels and traced using a GPS receiver to measure the travel distance and area
harvested.

5.3 Field Descriptions
Field tests were conducted at multiple farms in Pennsylvania. Haylage was harvested
from Penn State University Farms in 2008 and from Evergreen Farms (a 2000 head dairy) in
Huntingdon County in 2008 and 2009. Switchgrass was harvested at Monona Farms in Ligonier,
Westmoreland County, and Ernst Farm in Meadville, Crawford County. Crops and harvesting
dates are listed in Table 5.1.
Initial tests were conducted in several fields at different locations on Penn State
University farms. There were six alfalfa fields in the test conducted on University farms in 2008.
The alfalfa was harvested as silage with harvested materials stored in a silage bag (or Ag Bag)
located at the dairy barn. The barn was the site where all unloading took place. The travel
distance from the field to the dumpsite was 4.0 km (2.5 mi) in the first trial and the distance from
the field was 8.5 km (5.3 mi) in the second trial.
The wheat straw was harvested from a field that has spray irrigation lines running
through it and is part of a long term study focusing of effluent use and disposal (PSU Living
Filter). The grain was combined and the straw was raked for the wagon. Harvested wheat straw
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was also dumped at the Penn State Dairy Center for use as animal bedding material. The travel
distance from the field to the dumpsite was 3.9 km (2.4 mi).
Two separate alfalfa fields, which were mowed and were to be harvested as dry hay, were
of degraded quality after several rain fall events. The wagon and the chopper system were tested
in these fields in a side by side or paired test. Harvested materials were dumped at the dairy barn
to be used as animal bedding and manure absorber. One field was 2.9 km (1.8 mi) away from the
dump site while the other was 8.0 km (5.0 mi) from the dump site.
A third alfalfa field became unsuitable for feed or fiber use due to the fact that it had been
rained on for three consecutive days. The alfalfa did not retain many leaves, and had started to
mold and deteriorate. This alfalfa was collected to remove it from the field and dumped at
another dumpsite. This unload site was used only for this test with a travel distance was 1.8 km
(1.1 mi). The road leading to the site was rough and top road speed could not be reached.
Switchgrass was harvested from a field located at Monona Farm, Ligonier Township,
located in southwestern Pennsylvania. Switchgrass was mowed 10 days prior to the test. As
wildlife conservation farm, the switchgrass was mowed in 30 meter (100 ft) strips leaving ever
other strip standing. The area of mowed fields was about 12 hectares (30 ac) scattered on a side
hill. Since this location operated as a wildlife habitat, and the switchgrass material is always a
waste material. The switchgrass was harvested as strips to leave locations for wildlife to nest and
hide. The harvested strip will not be harvested the next year after harvest; the remaining strip of
material is harvested that year to encourage re-growth, while leaving habitat. The switchgrass
variety harvested at Monona farm was “Shelter”. The shelter variety is used for wildlife habitat,
as it has thicker stems to resists winter lodging. It grows well in Zones 1,2,3, and 4 as seen in
figure 5.2 (Ernst, 2009). Lodging occurs when a crop is pushed over during wind, snow, animal
forces, or other loads on the plant. Lodging can be prevented by selecting a crop with thicker or
stronger stems, as these plants normally have a higher lignin content which is utilized by the plant
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to bind and strengthen cell walls. Lignin content is normally an undesirable product, as it makes
the plant harder to break down by animal or chemical process.
Evergreen Farms was the site of a major alfalfa harvest. Approximately 60 hectares (150
acres) of alfalfa, from the first cutting, was harvested by the wagon and forage harvester systems.
Fields were grouped and assigned to the two systems. The two systems operated in fields that
were of comparable distance to the dumpsite. To simplify acreage calculations and reduce
interference of the two systems operating in the same field the two systems did not operated in
the same field. All material was transported to the bunker where it was sampled for additional
testing and each truck or wagon was weighed before unloading. The wagon was pulled by a John
Deere 7930 tractor.
Ernst Farms was the site of the second switchgrass harvest. The material was harvested
using the wagon system, transported to the scale and weighed prior to being unloaded in a bunker
for use as dairy bedding. The wagon system was fueled after every load and fueled after
returning from unloading. The switchgrass variety harvested at Ernst farm was “Blackwell.”
Blackwell is a high producing variety that performs well on poor soil and grows well in zones
2,3,4, and 5 as seen in figure 5.2 (Ernst, 2009). Switchgrass harvested as loose material was used
as dairy cow bedding at Ernst farm. Dairy bedding is used for a soft place to stand for the cows
and as a manure absorber.
Another alfalfa harvest test was performed at the Wilson Dairy Farm in Meadville, PA.
The field was located directly next to the dairy which reduced transport time. After harvest each
load was weighed and unloaded with the tractor fueled after each load. The wagon blew a brake
line after the third load, and tests were resumed the next day after repairs were made.
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Table 5.1. Crops harvested, harvesting dates, field locations, and special machine models.
Crop harvested

Harvesting
date
7/10/2008

Alfalfa (silage)

8/23/2008

Penn State
University
Evergreen Farm

City

Tractor model for the
wagon

University Park

Fendt 930

Spruce Creek

Fendt 930

5/19/2009

Evergreen Farm

Spruce Creek

John Deere 7930

6/8/2009

Wilson Dairy Farm
Penn State
University
Penn State
University

Meadville

CaseIH 210 Puma

University Park

Fendt 930

University Park

Fendt 930

7/27/2008

Monona Farm

Ligonier

Fendt 930

6/8/2009

Ernst Farm

Meadville

CaseIH 210 Puma

Alfalfa (dry hay)

7/30/2008

Wheat straw

7/25/2008

Switchgrass
(summer)
Switchgrass (winter)

Farm

Figure 5.2. Switchgrass Zones (Ernst, 2009)
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5.4 Experimental Design
All experiments were designed to produce a material that was useable for animal feed,
bedding, or pelletizing to produce biofuel. Harvest procedures were used to simulate a large scale
field production of biomass. Each truck or wagon load was defined as a replication. The number
of replications was dependent on the size of each field. For paired or side by side tests, fields
were randomly assigned to each harvesting system so that each system had similar travel
distance.
Since the initial tests started in July 2008, the alfalfa to be harvested was on the third and
fourth cutting in August 2008. As a result, the crop yield was low and the wagon did not receive
three or more loads in any single field. Tests were repeated in May 2009 to take advantage of the
increased yield of first cutting alfalfa.

5.5 Field Tests and Procedures
Field tests included paired tests and single tests. In the paired tests both the wagon and
the chopper systems were used to compare the performance of the respective machine systems;
the single test means only the performance of the wagon harvesting system was evaluated.
All fields to be harvested were mowed in advance. The material was allowed to dry to
adequate moisture content before raking or merging of the windrows. Material for paired tests
was raked or merged so that each system harvested a windrow of similar mass and volume.
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5.5.1 Paired Tests
Paired tests were conducted by operating each of the two systems in a haylage crop field
comprised of alfalfa, timothy, rye or a mixture of forages. These tests were comprised of harvest,
transport and unloading into an ag-bagger or a bunker silo. Each system was fueled before the
tests. The tests were recorded on video, and loading, travel, and unloading times were recorded
by hand and verified using the video record. The two systems were operated in fields of known
acreages, with similar distances to the unloading site. Weights of material harvested were
recorded at the unloading site with a truck scale. Samples of the harvested material were taken to
later measure cut length and moisture content. Soil compaction was measured with a cone
penetrometer after the field tests, points of interest were marked with colored flags and a GPS
hand set was used to measure the track or the travel distance.

5.5.2 Single Tests
Single tests were conducted by operating only the wagon system. These tests were
operated with straw for animal bedding and switchgrass for animal bedding or biomass
processing. The experiments were similar to the paired test, using portable scales to record
weight when a full scale was unavailable.

5.6 Cutting Qualities
Particle sizes were analyzed using a screening device (Figure 5.3) and methods
developed by researchers in the Departments of Animal Sciences and Agricultural and Biological
Engineering at the Pennsylvania State University (Lammers et al., 1996). The test apparatus
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consisted of three screens and one bottom pan. A 50 or 100 gram crop sample was collected for
screening. Measured results are listed in Table 5.2.
For haylage production, the wagon provided much longer particle sizes than those
harvested with the forage harvester. 66 to 78% of particles, using the wagon as part of the
system, was longer than 0.75 in (20mm) with only about 20% in the harvester system. For low
moisture crops such as dry hay, wheat straw and switchgrass, the percentages of long particles
produced by the wagon were less than 40% due to their friability. The forage harvester produced
much shorter particles with long particles (>0.75-in) only 5.6% of the total particles. Data in
Table 5.2 shows the range of particle sizes found on the three screens for each trial.
Table 5.2. Percentages of particle weights on each screen (average of three replications)

Crop harvested

Harvesting
date
7/10/2008

Alfalfa (silage)

5/19/2009
6/8/2009

Machine
Systems

Top Screen
(0.75-in)

Mid Screen
(0.31-in)

Lower
Screen
(0.07-in)

Bottom Pan
(<0.07-in)

Wagon

66.3

21.9

9.1

0.9

Chopper

15

50.8

27.4

5

Wagon

75.7

17.3

5.3

0.5

Chopper

21.4

61.4

15.0

1.4

Wagon

78.9

12.6

6

0.7

Wagon

35.6

36.4

21.4

5.2

Chopper

5.6

33.2

47.8

10.2

12.2

0.6

Alfalfa (dry hay)

7/30/2008

Wheat straw

7/25/2008

Wagon

50.2

35.2

Switchgrass (Summer)

7/27/2008

Wagon

65.6

25.2

5.4

0.2

Switchgrass (Winter)

6/8/2009

Wagon

40.8

39.3

18.1

2.9
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Pan
Lower
Mid
Top

Figure 5.3. Screens for forage particle size analysis

5.7 Results of Paired Tests
Results from paired tests are listed in Table 3. The test results are from fields at Penn
State University and Evergreen Dairy farms. The net weight per load shows that the as harvested
material in the wagon was about three times of a truck load for field B. Other test weights reveal
that the wagon has a smaller weight advantage when the moisture contents are either extremely
high as seen at Evergreen or low as seen at field D.
In the field B, the Wagon dumped its load in a silage bunker, and a loader was used to
carry the material to the Ag Bagger. Hence, the cycle time was significantly reduced. The
operating times were similar for these two systems to harvest the same acreage of the field. The
wagon has significant benefits noted in the total fuel consumption and the amount of materials
harvested by per operator per hour. The Wagon used only 47% of the fuel used by the chopper
system. In addition, the material harvested by the Wagon per hour per operator was 2.5 times of
the weight harvested by the chopper system.
Considering the actual silage storage methods may vary from farm to farm, including
silage pile, vertical silage, or silage bag, the unloading time for the wagon is assumed to be the
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time the wagon can self-unload onto the ground or a pile. Since unloading into an ag-bagger may
create a bottle neck for the wagon system; it is advised to unload onto the ground and have a
loader deliver the material into the ag-bagger. The capacity of the wagon was approximately 2
times higher than that of the chopper system when comparing weight per operator per hour in
haylage tests at Evergreen Farms.
In all tests the wagon system used less fuel to harvest similar acres and weights. The
wagon also required fewer operators to move similar materials. At the Evergreen Farms the
chopper system harvested almost three times faster than the wagon. In the same test the wagon
covered almost twice as much area per man-hour.
The cost per ton in Table 5.3 includes only the fuel and labor costs, which totaled 3.5
dollars per gallon and 14 dollars per hour respectively. When the costs are converted to dollars
per dry ton, the wagon costs are $3.85, $4.79, and $3.72, for fields B, D and Evergreen Farms
respectively. For the chopper system these costs are $8.57, $7.59, and $5.98 per dry ton for fields
B, D and Evergreen Farms respectively. These costs for the wagon system show that the material
in the wagon had the best moisture content of around 45% (w.b.) for all moistures studied. The
Wilson Farm’s alfalfa, at 48% moisture, cost $2.11 per dry ton to harvest. The dryer material
capacity in field D was limited by the wagon’s volume, while the wetter material capacity seemed
to be constrained by the wagon’s weight limit.
When the chopper system and the wagon system are compared with the costs per dry ton,
the wagon system preformed best in field B, where the moisture content was around 45 percent.
At this moisture content level, the wagon system operated for approximately half the cost. The
chopper system was not as affected by moisture content as the wagon system with both low
moisture and high moisture the wagon system can harvest for around two thirds of the cost of the
chopper system.
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Soil compaction tests were also performed for each system, at full, half, and empty loads.
Due to the composition of soils used in tests, no significant difference was measured between
both systems. Due to increased machinery the chopper system increased the number of tracks in
the field as compared to the wagon system, depending on the number of trucks involved. Over
years of harvesting practice, the impact of field travel on soil compaction may become
significant. Therefore, the wagon system with the reduced number of machines traveling on soil
may be beneficial to soil conservation.
Table 5.3. Results from paired tests of silage (Alfalfa) production.

Date
Machine System
M.C. (% w.b.)

Field B

Field B

Field D

Field D

Evergreen

Evergreen

7/10/08
Wagon
46.2

7/10/08
Chopper
46.2

7/30/08
Wagon
13.3

7/30/08
Chopper
15.6

5/19/09
Wagon
55.6

5/19/09
Chopper
63.2

Distance (mile)

5.3

5.3

5.0

5.0

2.7

2.3

Total Acreage (ac)

10.6

9.9

26.1

14.5

45.1

98.6

Net Weight per Load (t)
Total Weight Harvested (t)

11.42
34.3

4.51
32.2

6.68
33.4

4.49
18

14.90
208.6

10.52
589.1

Total Time (h)

2.28

1.18

3.97

1.04

8.13

6.63

Fuel Used (gal)
Number of Operators

11.2
1

23.6
4

23.7
1

20.5
3

65.6
1

236.9
5

Tons per Man Hour

15.0

6.3

8.4

5.8

25.7

17.8

Acres per Hour
Acres per Man Hour

4.66
4.66

8.42
2.11

6.57
6.57

13.94
4.65

5.54
5.54

14.88
2.98

Dollars per Acre
Dollars per Ton

6.68
2.07

14.94
4.61

5.31
4.15

7.96
6.41

7.62
1.65

13.11
2.20

Dollars per Dry Ton

3.85

8.57

4.68

7.59

3.72

5.98

5.8 System Limitations
Cycle time and capacity of each machine are essential considerations in the selection of a
machine system. For the chopper system, the number of trucks needed to keep the harvester
working depends on the throughput capacity of the harvester, loading capacity of the truck, and
the distance between field and unloading site. In 2008, the chopper system had only 2 trucks
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when harvesting field B. The distance between field B and the unloading site was 5 miles. The
harvester had a wait time of 24 minutes because this distance required about 34 minutes for a
round trip travel; the harvester took 11 minutes and 37 seconds to load a truck. Therefore, the
number of trucks became the system limitation. Increasing time efficiency requires more trucks
which increases costs. If the harvester works continuously, 3 trucks would be needed to work
efficiently.
Figure 5.4 shows the cycle diagram of the chopper system in 2009. There were 4 trucks
in this system, and the travel distance was approximately 2.5 miles. This cycle shows that the
chopper was almost always working, taking 5 minutes and 50 seconds to load each truck. The
trucks took an average of 10 minutes and 16 seconds to travel to the unload site. For this reason
the chopper was not working to capacity, and the number of trucks was changed to five and later
to six as the day went on. This test required more trucks due to the increased yield over other
tests, allowing the chopper to handle more material per hour. The unloading site was not
normally busy due to the fact the trucks took 47 seconds to unload. The small circles on the
unloading site cycle represent time the unloading site is not being used. This extra time at the
unloading site means that the system could function with another chopper and set of trucks, or a
faster chopper.
For the wagon system, the wagon was a harvester and a transporter. Crops will not be
continuously harvested if there is only one wagon. The system efficiency depends on the travel
distance from field to unloading site. Multiple wagons may minimize the waiting time of the
“harvester”. Field B was also harvested by the wagon on the 28th of July 2009. The wagon took
34 minutes from start of harvest to the next start, and it took 9 minutes and 22 seconds to harvest,
meaning 3.7 wagons would be needed for the wagon to be harvesting all the time. Thus, the
maximum capacity of supplying material would be 30 t/h.
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Figure 5.4. Cycle diagram for 2009 chopper system (U: Unloading Site; H: Harvester; T1 – 4:
Trucks)

5.9 Results of Single Tests
Crop residues and energy crops are important biomass resources. The traditional
harvesting method is baling followed by bale transport and storage. Upon final use of these bales,
a bale grinder is used to unwrap and chop the materials; these activities are normally conducted in
the same area. Energy consumption during this process has been a recent concern. There have
been no solutions in biomass supply logistics yet.
Winter switchgrass was harvested in the spring at Ernst farm, and summer switchgrass
was harvested in the fall at Monona farm. The yield was much higher in the summer than in the
spring. The tests conducted in wheat straw fields and on two switchgrass farms were used to
benchmark the wagon in biomass handling (Table 5.4). One wagon, which means just one
operator, was able to harvest 10.8 Mg (11.9 short tons) per hour of switchgrass. That is
approximately equivalent to 36 round bales. Fuel consumption was also a very attractive figure in
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Table 5.4. Total fuel use was only 31.8 liters (8.4 gal) in harvesting 1.8 hectares (4.4 ac) of
switchgrass.
Single tests harvesting alfalfa next to the unloading site also gives insight into an optimal
scenario for the wagon system. The wagon achieved 8.17 Mg/ha (41.5 t/ac) in the field next to
the bunker. It should also be noted that dryer materials are loaded to a far lower density, as seen
by comparing both switchgrass tests. This could be attributed to the increased elasticity of the
dryer material in the wagon, which allowed greater expansion. This effect could also be
attributed to the lower self weight of the material in the wagon and its effects on the material
coming into the wagon. The wagon uses the self weight of the material loaded in the wagon to
compress incoming material by loading the new material on the bottom. A dryer material would
have less self weight to press on the incoming material.
Table 5.4. Results from single tests of biomass harvest.
Field A

Field F

Field C

Monona

Ernst

Wilson

Date

7/10/08

7/11/08

7/25/08

7/27/08

6/8/09

6/8/09

Machine System

Wagon

Wagon

Wagon

Wagon

Wagon

Crop Harvested

Alfalfa

Alfalfa

Straw

Switchgrass

M.C. (% w.b.)

68.4

31.7

20.4

14.9

Wagon
Switchgras
s
9.0

Distance (mile)

2.5

1.1

2.4

0.0

2.5

0.0

Total Acreage (acre)

7.3

20.5

23.5

4.4

10.2

30.0

Net weight per Load (t)

15.94

7.86

5.45

5.10

3.16

9.13

Total Weight Harvested (t)

31.9

23.6

32.7

20.4

15.8

109.6

Total Time (h)

2.19

1.81

3.71

1.72

4.41

2.64

Fuel Used (gal)

9.5

10.0

24.5

8.4

21.6

25.6

Number of Operators

1

1

1

1

1

1

Tons per Man Hour

14.6

13.0

8.8

11.9

3.6

41.5

Acres per Hour

3.35

11.33

6.33

2.56

2.31

11.37

Acres per Man Hour

3.35

11.33

6.33

2.56

2.31

11.37

Tons per Acre

4.34

1.15

1.39

4.64

1.55

3.65

Dollars per Acre

8.68

2.94

5.86

12.15

13.45

4.21

Dollars per Ton

2.00

2.56

4.21

2.62

8.69

1.15

Dollars per Dry Ton

6.33

3.75

5.29

3.08

9.55

2.21

Alfalfa
48.0
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5.10 Discussion
The wagon system was compared in various loose biomass harvesting scenarios. Due to
the differing needs and acreage of every farm a single recommendation cannot be made. Each
farm will have a set of machinery that will fit best with their unique goals. Three scenarios will
be examined, harvesting biomass at 0 km (0 mi), 4 km (2.6 mi) and 8 km (5 mi).

A self-loading wagon is a substantial investment at 125,000 dollars. This breaks down to
14,750 dollars per year using Equation 9.1 where salvage value (Sv) is 20%, life (L) is 10 years,
interest (I) is 3%, and other costs (K2) are 2 %. Including repair and maintenance of 50% this
number is 22,125 dollars per year. A tractor sized to match the wagon will cost around 30 dollars
per hour of use including ownership cost, housing, lubrication, repair, maintenance, and tax.

Using the fixed costs of the wagon system and the time to harvest at various distances, an
average of 3000 tons of material needs to be harvested a year for the system to be economically
feasible. The time required to harvest this material at various distances is summarized in table
5.5. Running the wagon system 200 hours per year over three or four cuttings may not be
possible depending on the weather. Farms with less than 3000 tons per year will find custom
harvesting a cheaper alternative. Farms with an average field distance over 5 miles will need the
constant harvesting capabilities of the chopper system.

Table 5.5. Summary of various harvest distances.
Travel Distance (mile)

0

2.6

5

Material Capacity (Ton/h)

41.5

25.6

15.0

Fuel use (gal/h)

9.0

8.0

4.9

Time to harvest 3000 tons (h)

72

117

200
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5.11 Conclusion
The wagon system has a specific range of distance and moisture content when harvesting
at maximum efficiency. The wagon system used less fuel and man-hours compared to the
chopper system for every test conducted. The chopper system always harvested almost twice as
fast in acres per hour, with a significantly smaller chop length. Comparing the man hours used
per acre harvested, the chopper system was 45 to 69 percent as efficient compared to the wagon
system. For farms looking to implement a wagon system, consideration must be given to the time
required to harvest each year, and the average distance from the field to unloading site.
Secondary consideration should be given to the maximum acceptable chop length required.
Overall the wagon system can save a considerable amount in fuel and labor costs, when running
at optimal conditions.
The wagon system could be the best choice for any bioenergy plant, such as a pellets
production plant, to harvest energy crops located within a 5-mile radius area. In this region
(50,000 acres) crops can be harvested with one operator and the plant can receive 8 tons of
materials per hour per wagon. Using wagon(s) in this near-by region would eliminate baling, bale
handling and bale grinding procedures from the production system.
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Chapter 6 – Baled Herbaceous Biomass Tests

6.1 Baled Material Collection
Herbaceous biomass was baled using two different balers, a round and a large square
baler. The biomass baled was switchgrass below 15 percent moisture. The round baler used was
a New Holland BR7070 with Crop-Cutter (figure 6.1). The Crop-Cutter is a knife grid that is
used to chop the crop upon entering the baler. This function allows farmers to create a bale that is
easier to feed to livestock. This function of the baler was not unitized in this test; the crop-cutter
mechanism was disengaged by lowering the knife grid out of the material path. The fuel
consumption and final effects of the crop-cutter mechanism on biomass crops is currently being
studied in other research. The large square baler used in the tests was a Case-IH LB433 (figure
6.2). This large square baler has a mechanism for cutting the crop similar to the round baler
discussed above. The mechanism was also disengaged for the following tests. The cost analysis
for these balers is shown in Section 9.3.2 and 9.3.3.

Figure 6.1. New Holland BR7070 round baler and CaseIH 210 Puma tractor
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Figure 6.2. CaseIH LB433 square baler and CaseIH 210 Puma tractor

6.2 Measurements and Instrumentation
When windrows were merged and moisture content was appropriate to harvest the tractor
was fueled field-side and harvesting started. All field measurements started at the moment
machines started moving to commence harvesting the windrowed material. Measurements in all
field tests included all parameters relative to the field performance of a machine system. Time to
complete field operations was measured and used to determine machine performance. Time was
recorded by multiple sources to ensure an accurate measurement using digital watches and video.
These sources were analyzed later used to verify in-field data. Researchers were field-side and
were also placed in the cabs of the tractor pulling each baler. Research personnel were provided
with digital watches that were synchronized prior to tests. The researchers completed a data
record sheet while completing the tests, ensuring that all times were recorded. Field tests were
also recorded via digital camcorders allowing later examination and verification of field operating
times recorded during the tests.
Fuel consumed by each baler was measured using the same tractor for each baler. Fuel
use was measured by filling the fuel tank the tractor before tests, and then filling the tractor after
the test and recording the fuel used. The tractor was fueled by weighing a fuel can full, and filling
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the tractor, then weighing the can with the remaining fuel using a portable scale (ACCULAB,
SVI-10A). This method was found to be extremely accurate. After tests were completed the
bales were collected and weighed. Crop samples were taken at a random location in the field
immediately before the baler harvested the sampled material. These samples were stored in air
tight plastic bags, and later dried to determine moisture content.

6.3 Field Descriptions
Ernst Farms was the site of the only baled switchgrass harvest. The material was
harvested using each bale system, then transported to the scale and weighed prior to storage. The
bales were harvested using the same tractor which was fueled before every test, and fueled after
every two windrows. Each baler was given the same amount of material, the baler collected two
windrows, and then was fueled, and it collected two more windrows. After the final fueling, the
tractor switched balers and repeated the process. After the material was collected, both balers
were moved to the next field to be harvested. The switchgrass variety harvested at Ernst farm
was “Blackwell.” Blackwell is a high producing variety that performs well on poor soil and
grows well in zones 2,3,4, and 5 as seen in figure 5.2 (Ernst, 2009). Switchgrass harvested as
baled material was converted to briquettes at Ernst farm, or saved for compression tests.

6.4 Experimental Design
Ernst Farms was the site of the second switchgrass harvest, and the only baler test site.
After loose harvest, the round bale and square bale systems were used to harvest material at the
Ernst farm.

It is important to note that the bale compressor utilized in the compression tests is

not recommended to compress bales that have been processed with the Crop-Cutter or similar
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mechanisms. The cut material has a tendency to lose its shape, when compressed, leading to poor
compression rates. The cuts in the material may also make the final re-tying of the bale string
impossible after it exits the compression chamber of the commercial hay compressor.

6.5 Field Tests and Procedures
All fields to be harvested were mowed in advance. The material was allowed to dry to
adequate moisture content before raking or merging of the windrows. Material for tests using
both balers was raked or merged so that each system harvested two windrows of similar mass and
volume.

6.6 Results
The amount of biomass collected was the result of biomass available for harvest in a one
day period. A replication is defined as two windrows harvested to create multiple bales. Round
and square balers were operated in the same field in randomly selected windrows. Seven large
square bales were created in each test (Table 6.1). From the large square bales created ten were
selected to be transported to the compressor site.
Table 6.1. Summary of field experiments at Ernst farm.
Treatment

Time (hr)

Bales/Loads

Av. Weight (lbs)

Tons

Hours/ton

Gal/ton

Distance (mi)

Loose

4.41

5

6312

15.8

0.2791

1.365

2.5
0

Loose

1.105

4

10205

20.41

0.0541

0.409

Round

0.300

10

573

2.87

0.1047

0.442

Round

0.450

11

657

3.61

0.1246

0.652

Square

0.250

7

1015

3.55

0.0704

0.423

Square

0.317

7

997

3.49

0.0908

0.606
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6.7 System Limitations
The baled material harvested at the Ernst farm was harvested in the spring, after the
switchgrass had ended growing, and had leached nutrients back into the soil over the winter. The
new switchgrass shoots were growing, and were approximately 12 inches high when the old
switchgrass was harvested. Ernst farm harvests switchgrass for seed, and the baled material was
the extra material, stems and leaves, which was not utilized in seed harvest. This seed harvest
reduced the yield; the yield was also reduced by lodging of material due to winter snow. This
type of harvest is more sustainable, due to the nutrient recycling, but in these tests it resulted in a
yield loss.

6.8 Conclusion
Baled herbaceous biomass materials are utilized on farms, and are currently proposed for
use in most biomass handling systems. Bales have many advantages due to the density and the
portability of the bale. It has not yet been determined the optimum density of bale to facilitate
transport. Large square bales also show promise for handling biomass material due to their ease
of portability as compared to the round bale. Baled material should not be created over 15%
moisture, due to increased mold activity resulting in increased heat and fire risk. This may poise
a concern for large scale operations, as biomass may not be available under this moisture level in
typically rainy areas. Bale fires would also be devastating to plant utilizing biomass for power, as
the plant would be contracted for a specific amount of power per day. This illustrates the need to
have biomass stored at various locations to decrease the risk associated with spontaneous
combustion.
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Chapter 7 – Bale Compression Tests

7.1 Facilities Used for Bale Compression
Large square bales were compressed with a commercial machine (figure 7.1). Ten large
square bales were transported to the compressor located at Heidel Hollow Farm in Germansville,
PA. Heidel Hollow Farm uses a model 3400 bale compression system produced by Steffen
Systems (2882 Howell Prairie Road, NE Salem, Oregon, USA). This is a bale recompressing and
resizing machine with the end products of small compressed bales that are easy to handle by
hand. Before compression, this machine remove the twines from the large bale (3 4 8 ft) and
slice the bale into three pieces of 3 1.3 8 ft, and then compress each slice one by one. Each
compressed bale is forced through a set of three stationary knifes to make small compressed
bales. These small bales, now weighing 75 pounds or less will then be re-twined. In this test, two
of these stationary knifes were removed to reduce the energy consumption caused by bale cutting.
Densification of biomass in the farm setting is referred to as recompression, a standard
industry term. A test involved the compressor cutting the large bale in three pieces, then
compressing each piece. The cutting of the bale is to inspect the product, and to provide a smaller
cross section for easier compression. This is the standard for industry and was not changed for
switchgrass experiments. All experiments were recorded with video and were analyzed at a later
date.
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Figure 7.1. Commercial Large Square Bale Compressor

7.2 Measurements and Instrumentation
Compression tests measured costs and performance of bale recompressing. Primary and
secondary measurements were recorded: Primary measurements included fuel consumption of the
bale compressor and time required for operation and bale handling. Secondary measurements
were size and weight of bale before and after recompression, and moisture contents of the bale
materials. The primary measurements were measured with a set of fuel flow meters, and a video
camera. The secondary measurements were accomplished with scale and tape measure.
The compressor is powered by a Cummins C8.3P diesel engine producing 250
horsepower. This engine draws fuel from a 250 gallon tank, expends the amount required, and
returns the unused fuel to the tank. From consulting with the engine manufacturer; in-line and
return line will have 0.4 to 0.9 gallons of fuel per minute moving through, at any time the engine
is running. This fuel flow rate was used to size the flow meters used to measure fuel use. The
engine fuel use depends on the brake horsepower output of the engine (Figure 7.1). The
recompressor was operated using three people, one to load and unload, one to operate
compression and one to manually unload. The recompressor was operated with the workers
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laboring at the rate of speed considered normal for hay handling. The bales were picked up, two
at a time, with a bale handler built by Steffen Systems. The bales were placed on a table which
fed the bales through a cutter. After cutting, the bale sections were compressed then cut in half.
After the final cutting, the bales were lifted by hand onto pallets. The pallets held, a maximum of
twenty bales, and were moved via a fork lift. For large scale handling the output bales can be
lifted with the same handler that inputs the bales. The bales can then be placed into a shipping
container. This large scale handling method is used for hay export, and can be automated.

Figure 7.2. Cummins C8.3P fuel use vs. brake horsepower output (Cummins, 2004)

7.3 Experimental Design
Ten randomly selected large square bales from the baled material tests were selected, and
transported to the compressor. The bales were stored at the compressor site until the test was
scheduled to take place. The Heidel Hollow farm workers operated two forklifts to handle the
bales, with one worker operating the compressor. One worker operated both forklifts, one
operated the compressor, and one loaded the compressed bales unto pallets. The workers were
told prior to the tests to operate the machinery in the same fashion and speed that would typically
be used to compress hay. It was important to operate at a realistic speed to accurately represent a
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commercial compression operation. Researchers were stationed in a location overlooking the
compressor, with one researcher monitoring the fuel flow meters. A video camera was placed in
a corner of the barn where it would not interfere with operations, and was set to record all tests
autonomously. The workers compressed all ten bales without interruption, and placed the
compressed bales in a storage area.

7.4 Tests and Procedures
At the compressor, the time to compress, fuel consumption, and weight of the bales were
measured. A digital video camera was used to record the complete compression tests for later
examination. The time required for the test was recorded by reviewing the video after the test.
The bales were weighed upon arrival to the compressor with an in-ground scale. The compressed
palletized bales were also weighed after the tests. The dimensions of the input bales and the
output bales were recorded by hand before and after the tests. The compressor was powered with
a 250 hp diesel power unit. The engine requires two fuel lines, one for fuel into the injection
pump, the other for a return line (Figure 7.3). Each fuel line was fitted with a flow meter (GPI
A109GMA025NA1). The fuel used was recorded for each bale by taking readings from each on
the flow meters.
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Figure 7.3. Flow meters and fuel tank providing fuel to compressor engine

7.5 Results
Test results were processed to calculate the hours per ton and gallons of fuel per tons
required to compress the bales (Table 7.1). A fuel reading was taken when each of the ten bales
entered into the first section of the compressor. The fuel used for each bale was calculated by
subtracting the fuel used at the next bale by the fuel used at the current bale reading. This
calculation yields nine fuel use readings taken in between the ten bales. One large bale had a
dimension of 34 by 48 by 87 inches, and the resulting bales were 21 by 18 by 15 inches, when
stacked in groups of 20 on pallets they had a dimension of 40 by 46 by 67 inches. The initial
bales had a combined volume of 1,419,840 cubic inches, when accounting for the 7.0% loss of
material and water this volume is 1,322,297 cubic inches. The compressed small bales had a
combined volume of 801,320 cubic inches, a reduction in volume to 60.6 percent of initial size.
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If the compressed small bales were stacked without a pallet they would have a volume of 731430
cubic inches, a reduction in volume of 55.3 percent of initial size. The bales had an average of
14.1 percent moisture (w.b.) at the time of compression.

Table 7.1. Compressor time and fuel use
Bale

Fuel Used (gal)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Average
Standard
Deviation

0.19
0.17
0.24
0.21
0.19
0.34
0.35
0.23
0.31
0.25

Time
(hrs)
0.0656
0.0386
0.0528
0.0358
0.0375
0.0689
0.0553
0.0336
0.0689
0.0508

0.068

0.0148

Hours/ton

Gal/ton

0.1413
0.0832
0.1137
0.0772
0.0808
0.1485
0.1191
0.0724
0.1485
0.1094

0.4095
0.3664
0.5172
0.4526
0.4095
0.7328
0.7543
0.4957
0.6681
0.5304

0.0318

0.1473

7.6 System Limitations
The nature of the bale compression machinery allows the processing of only large square
bales that were not created using a Crop-Cutter or similar pre-processing. The Crop-Cutter is a
knife grid that mechanically reduces biomass size. An alternate mechanism performing the same
size reduction would be a combine, which expels chopped straw. The bales that have been preprocessed using a knife grid could possibly expand upon compression. The strings of the bale
may not be able to tie due to the cuts in the bale.
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7.7 Conclusion
Compressed large square bales are currently only used for long distance transport of high
value hay products. These compressed hay bales are currently transported overseas, and the
compression costs are offset by the high shipping costs. Compression costs can account for over
16 dollars per wet ton of biomass compressed. The high cost of compression needs to be offset
with savings in transport costs to make compression feasible. The feasibility will be further
explored in the modeling section.
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Chapter 8 - Modeling Harvest and Handling Systems
Phase 4 encompasses all models of harvest and handling systems created from the results
of field tests. The model examines results of loose materials, round bale, and large square bale
systems. Each system has benefits for biomass handling; these benefits are summarized in each
corresponding section. The results of field and compression tests were then placed into a model
to solve for the optimum harvesting and handling scenario.

8.1 Simulation Model
The simulation model is a spreadsheet that shows the amount of acreage a biomass
handling plant can cover given locations and sizes of its handling facilities. This model outputs
multiple circles which represent the outside regions of the handling facility. The model also
calculates the total acreage in the system, and the cost per ton of material handled. The complete
model can be seen in Appendix E.
The model inputs are located on the spreadsheet as seen in green. The inputs represent
the location, size and overlap of each satellite storage location (SSL). The plant acres are
manually set assuming that the plant operates a loose handling system. The size of the loose
system is set according to the limitations of loose material transport distance. The loose material
harvesting system is assumed to operate over a given acreage harvesting infield material, to be
transported and utilized immediately. This immediate hauling cannot occur year round due to the
fact that the biomass needs time to grow, and winter harvest is impractical. During times of the
year when this immediate hauling is impractical material will be baled in round, large square, or
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compressed large square form. This material will be transported from field to the SSL by the
farmer. The SSL will be owned or rented by the plant receiving the biomass. The farmer will
deliver the material to the SSL after harvest, and the plant will transport the material when needed
for production.
The initial acres value is used to find the radius of each SSL. The second calculation
solves for the radius of each handling system using the acreage of each system. The model then
solves for distance from the plant that each SSL is located. The distance is solved for by adding
the distance from the plant of the next closest SSL to the radius of the next closest SSL to the
current SSL’s radius. The overlap of the SSL is then subtracted from the previous figure to
determine the distance. This calculation allows each SSL distance to change as the previous SSL
grows larger.
In a separate section of the model the number of SSLs is determined by dividing the
imputed number by a scaling factor of 10,000. This factor allows the variable section to be in the
same scale as all other variable. Using the acreage of each SSL the cost per SSL is calculated
figuring 10 cents per acre and a 5000 dollar flat rate for each SSL. These costs are summed and
included in the final total cost.
The next calculation solves for the distance a SSL is away from the closest SSL that is
equidistant to the plant. This calculation assumes that an SSL located some distance away from
the plant would be best placed equidistant from each other in order to maximize coverage area.
For instance, four satellite storage locations located some distance away from the plant would lie
at 90 degrees intervals from each other, using the plant as the origin.
The next three calculations use a series of geometric formulas to determine the acreage
each SSL contains. The acreage is first subject to reduction by removing the acreage that is taken
by a SSL closer to the plant (type 1 overlap) as seen in figure 8.1. Type 1 overlap, moves all
material to the closer to the plant SSL, type 2 overlap covers two SSLs the same distance from
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the plant. The acreage that is overlapped is given only to SSL5 (SSL5 is closet to plant then
SSL6) as it would be more productive to move the material closer to the plant rather than farther
away. The acreage is taken away from SSL6 as SSL5 covers that overlapped acreage (figure
8.1). Type 2 overlap occurs when an SSL overlaps acreage with another SSL and both are
equidistant from the plant. Type 2 overlap is resolved by rewarding half of the overlapped
acreage to each of the SSL’s (figure 8.2). This logic assumes that the overlap will be split
equally, transporting the material to the SSL which is closest to the field. The final calculation
multiplies the acreage by the number of SSLs included at the given radius. For instance in figure
8.2 this would represent SSL5A, SSL5B, and SSL5C being added together.
The final cost calculations include the data found in table 9.3 along with the total acreage
found in the calculations above. The cost calculation considers windrow harvesting cost,
transport costs to the SSL, transport costs to the plant, and compression costs. The final
procedure in the program sums the total cost and the total acreage, and calculates the total cost
per ton of material harvested. The program contains a logic statement which will display an
unreasonably high value for the cost if there is an error in the program. This allows the program
to tolerate errors and continue to run. When an error occurs, the program outputs the error
number, and the optimization program automatically resets the inputs that caused this error, to the
last working input values. Without this step, every error would cause the program to fail, as the
optimization program can only input numbers, not error codes. An error could occur by placing a
negative number in any input, a physically impossible situation that is possible in the
optimization model.
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Figure 8.1. SSL overlap type 1

Figure 8.2. SSL overlap type 2

8.2 Programming Model Optimization
The programming model optimizes the simulation model by slowly changing the size and
location of SSLs. This program solves for the maximum amount of acreage available in the
simulation model. The output is a distance each material can be efficiently hauled based on the
results of the field tests. The biomass will be hauled to either the plant or to a SSL for later
delivery. The complete code can be seen in Appendix F. The program is divided into six cases
that each increment or decrement variables differently. Each case run in sequential order, if a
case successfully changes the variables selected, the case repeats. The program can also solve for
the lowest cost given a set acreage; this modified code can be seen in Appendix G. The
secondary model only differs in the logic used to determine if a case is correct. The secondary
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code checks for a correct case if the acreage is above a set level, and the cost is decreased. The
primary code checks if the acreage has increased and the cost is below a set level.
The program tests various sizes, distances, and possible overlaps of each SSL. The
following variables are used in the optimization program: X represents the variable being
incremented, N and M are values describing the location of X, Y represents a counter that starts at
1 and increases by 1 every time the program iterates without a successful case. For instance X N
refers the X value in the N location. Each case runs for N=1 to N=37 and M=1 to M=37, this
allows every X value to be tested in every case with every other X value. Case 1 (figure 8.3) tests
increasing every combination of two variables by Y. Case 2 (figure 8.4) increases a variable and
decreases another variable. Case 3 (figure 8.5) increases one variable. Case 4 (figure 8.6)
decreases one variable. It should be noted that Case 4 will run if the acres are equal or increased,
while the other 5 cases only run when increased. This code allows for the decrease of useless
variables until they reach their minimum. Case 5 (figure 8.7) increases one variable by 1 and
decreases another variable by Y. Case 6 (figure 8.8) increases one variable by 1 and increases
another by Y. The repeat section of the flowchart (figure 8.8) repeats the whole procedure and
sets Y to either the next value or resets Y to 1 if the previous cases have succeeded in raising
acreage.
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Figure 8.3. Case 1 flowchart

Figure 8.4. Case 2 flowchart
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Figure 8.5. Case 3 flowchart

Figure 8.6. Case 4 flowchart
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Figure 8.7. Case 5 flowchart

Figure 8.8. Case 6 and repeat flowchart
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8.3 Modeling Assumptions
Every model is a simplification of a real world process. This model uses assumptions
about the real world case to make a simplified version of the real world case. This simplified
version can be coded into computer code and optimized. The computer optimization uses the
following assumptions:
Only loose materials can be directly hauled to the plant
Biomass will not be stored at the plant, 20,000 tons will be used on demand as
loose material
Baled biomass will be transported to and stored at satellite storage locations
Large square bales may be compressed before transportation
Biomass will be grown on one third of the available acreage, with a yield of 3
wet tons per acre

8.4 Model Results
The model in appendix G yielded three outputs for three acreages. These acreages were
selected to represent three different sizes of plants. The small size (72,000 tons/ year) will
represent small scale gasification (figure 8.9). The medium size (400,000 tons/year) will
represent direct combustion, or co-firing biomass with coal (figure 8.10). The large size
(1,600,000 tons/year) will represent a large scale ethanol plant (figure 8.11). Each circle
represents a feasible transport region in the figures below. The center circle represents the
biomass surrounding the plant, with the plant located at the origin. The outer circle represents
satellite storage locations that store biomass during harvest, allowing the plant to transport the
biomass throughout the year on an as needed basis. The large plant handling locations (figure
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8.11) only show one set of SSL locations, the SSL locations extend around the plant in a similar
fashion to the small and medium plants. The large plant contains 95 total SSLs, with 12 in the
first ring, 21 in the second, 26 in the third and 36 in the last ring.
Table 8.1. Three plant sizes with biomass handling costs
Tons/Year

Acres Covered

Tons / Day

Dollars / Ton

72,000

72,000

200

16.15

400,000
1,600,000

400,000
1,600,000

1,100
4,400

18.84
23.64

Figure 8.9. Small plant handling locations
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Figure 8.10. Medium plant handling locations

Figure 8.11. Large plant handling locations
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Chapter 9 - Results and Discussion
The results reveal a correlation between bulk density and fuel use due to the trend seen in
Figure 2.1. This increase in pressure correlates with an increase in fuel consumption, and
ultimately cost. This factor raises the price of recompression as compared with field baling.

9.1 Field Results
Three handling methods were evaluated in the field to determine the hours required and
the fuel used for harvest. These test results are based on tests of the bale systems at the Ernst
Farm in Meadville, PA. The loose material handling tests seen in Chapter 5 were performed at
the Ernst Farm in Meadville, PA and Monona farm in Ligonier, PA. The presented results verify
the hypothesis that the loose material handling system reduced labor and fuel as compared to the
baled systems. The results also show that the square bale system reduced labor as compared to
the round bale system. The round bale system and the square bale system consumed
approximately the same amount of fuel as seen in the Gal/ton column of table 9.1.
Table 9.1. Loose and bale harvest data.
Biomass
Form
Loose

Time
(hr)
4.41

Bales/
Loads
5

Av. Weight
(lbs)
6312

Tons

Hours/ton

Gal/ton

15.8

0.2791

1.365

Distance
(mi)
2.5
0

Loose

1.105

4

10205

20.41

0.0541

0.409

Round Bale

0.300

10

573

2.87

0.1047

0.442

Round Bale

0.450

11

657

3.61

0.1246

0.652

Square Bale

0.250

7

1015

3.55

0.0704

0.423

Square Bale

0.317

7

997

3.49

0.0908

0.606
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9.2 Results of Bale Compression Tests
Upon harvest of switchgrass, ten large square bales were transported to Heidel Hollow
farm in Germansville, PA. The ten bales weighed a total of 9280 lbs as measured upon arrival at
Heidel Hollow farm. The bales were stored in covered storage until the compression test started;
a time span of approximately two weeks. Fuel and time measurements were made according to
the methods outlined in Sections 7.2 to 7.4. Table 7.1 summarizes the fuel and time use of the
compressor. The compressor utilized an average of 0.25 gallons of fuel per bale, and took an
average of 3 minutes and 3 seconds to compress each bale. After compression the output bales
were placed on pallets, and weighed. The total weight after compression was 8643 lbs. The mass
loss of this process was 7.0 percent as compared to the initial weight. Mass lost could be reduced
if there was no bale slicing. Compression should also be researched in lab settings to determine if
the mass loss can be attributed to moisture loss.
One large bale had a dimension of 34 by 48 by 87 inches, and the resulting bales were 21
by 18 by 15inches, when stacked in groups of 20 on pallets they had a dimension of 40 by 46 by
67 inches. The initial bales had a combined volume of 1,419,840 cubic inches, when accounting
for the 7.0% loss this volume is 1,322,297 cubic inches. The loss could be attributed to material
loss, water loss, scale error, or a combination of these factors. The compressed small bales had a
combined volume of 801,320 cubic inches, a reduction in volume to 60.6 percent of initial size.
If the compressed small bales were stacked without a pallet they would have a volume of 731430
cubic inches, a reduction in volume to 55.3 percent of initial size. The bales had an average of
14.1 percent moisture (w.b.) at the time of compression.
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9.3 Cost Analysis
The fixed cost of each machinery system is an aspect that will greatly affect the total cost
per ton to harvest material. The fixed costs need to be annualized into a per ton basis to allow
easy implementation into a model. This per ton cost can also be easily compared against custom
rates. Custom rates are the rates that an operator will charge to harvest a given acreage, or
tonnage. Custom rates for hay harvest give a good estimation for harvesting switchgrass, as the
machinery used is the same.

9.3.1 Loose Material Machinery Costs
The machinery selected to handle loose material was a self-loading forage wagon as
described in Section 5.1. The self-loading wagon was selected as the most economical choice for
harvesting loose material. The downside to harvesting with the wagon is a longer harvest time as
compared with a forage harvester and truck system. This longer time will not be as great a factor
in biomass handling as the material can be a lower quality, and can sit in the field for longer
periods of time. From Table 9.1 one scenario is examined, harvesting herbaceous biomass at 4
kilometers (2.5 miles). At a 2.5 mile travel average will mean that the wagon will travel between
zero and 3.45 miles to pick up the biomass (figure 9.1). A 3.5-mile radius circle will encompass
39.25 square miles or 25,120 acres of land. Assuming that half of the land is used for biomass
production; 12,560 acres will be covered with biomass. Assuming 6 Mg/ha (2.89 ton/ac) as a
good yield for Pennsylvania, this is 36,298 tons total to harvest.

A self-loading wagon is a substantial investment at 125,000 dollars. This breaks down to
14,750 dollars per year using equation 9.1 (ASAE Standards, 2000) where salvage value (Sv) is
20%, life (L) is 10 years, interest (I) is 3%, and other costs (K2) are 2%. Including repair and
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maintenance of 50% this number is 22,125 dollars per year. A tractor sized to match the wagon
will cost around 30 dollars per hour of use including ownership cost, housing, lubrication, repair,
maintenance, and tax. By dividing 22,125 dollars by 36,298 tons, this comes to 0.61 dollars per
ton. The tractor cost of 30 dollars per hour divided by a speed of 18.5 tons per hour adds 1.62
dollars per ton to the total cost. The cost including fuel and labor of 3 dollars and 15 dollars
respectively is 1.23 dollars and 0.81 dollars per ton. This total cost is 4.27 dollars per ton to
harvest biomass.

C0

100

1 Sv
L

I

1 Sv
2

K2

Equation 9.1. ASABE Standards EP496.3 equation 6.2.4

Figure 9.1. Acreage covered by self-loading wagon
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9.3.2 Round Baled Machinery Costs
The round baler and tractor costs comprise a significant amount of the total harvest costs.
The total cost per bale is 1.04 dollars for the baler and 1.39 dollars for the tractor (Appendix A).
This gives a total machinery cost of 2.43 dollars per bale. Using data from table 9.3 the average
for round bale harvesting is 0.1146 hours per ton, and 0.5472 gallons per ton. Assuming the
average round bale is 615 lbs (table 9.1) the harvesting data is 0.0352 hours per bale and 0.1683
gallons per bale. Assuming labor costs are 15 dollars per hour and fuel is 3 dollars per gallon, the
labor and fuel costs are 0.528 dollars per bale for labor and 0.505 dollars per bale for fuel. This
gives a total cost of 3.46 dollars per bale. The average rate for custom round bale harvesting in
Pennsylvania is 7.30 dollars per bale weighing an average of 870 lbs (Pike, 2009). By dividing
7.30 dollars by 870 lbs and multiplying by the weight of our bale 615 we arrive at 5.16 dollars per
bale. This custom rate and the calculated rate differ by 33 percent, which can be attributed to
profit and taxes.

9.3.3 Large Square Baled Machinery Costs
The round baler and tractor costs comprise a significant amount of the total harvest costs.
The total cost per bale is 2.99 dollars for the baler and 1.76 dollars for the tractor (Appendix B).
This gives a total machinery cost of 4.75 dollars. Using data from table 9.3 the average for large
square bale harvesting is 0.0806 hours per ton, and 0.5144 gallons per ton. Assuming the average
square bale is 1006 lbs (table 9.1), the harvesting data is 0.0405 hours per bale and 0.2588 gallons
per bale. Assuming labor costs are 15 dollars per hour and fuel is 3 dollars per gallon, the labor
and fuel costs are 0.608 dollars per bale for labor and 0.776 dollars per bale for fuel. This gives a
total cost of 5.80 dollars per bale. The average rate for custom large square bale harvesting in
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Pennsylvania is 8.20 dollars per bale weighing an average of 838 lbs (Pike, 2009). By dividing
8.20 dollars by 838 lbs and multiplying by the weight of our bale 1006 lbs we arrive at 9.84
dollars per bale. This custom rate and the calculated rate differ by 41 percent, which can be
attributed to profit and taxes.

9.3.4 Compressed Bale Machinery Costs
A commercial bale compressor is not a separate handling system; rather it is an addition
to the large square bale system. The bale compressor will aid in handling and transporting bales
by shrinking the bale size thereby raising the density. The total machinery cost for the
compressor is 11.49 dollars per ton (Appendix C). From Table 7.1 the compressor runs an
average of 3 minutes and 3 seconds per bale and used 0.25 gallons of fuel per bale. The bales
averaged 928 lbs per bale. Converting to a per ton basis 0.1104 hours per ton and .5435 gallons
per ton are required to compress the material. Assuming labor costs are 15 dollars per hour and
fuel is 3 dollars per gallon, the labor and fuel costs are 1.66 dollars per person per ton and 1.63
dollars per ton. Using 2 laborers the total price would be 16.44 dollars per ton to compress the
biomass.

9.4 Summary of Cost Analyses and Field Results
Table 9.3 below summarizes the combined costs for each system. The loose material is
transported via tractor, at 30 dollars per hour and 15 miles per hour this cost is 2 dollars per
loaded mile. The transport costs of bale transport are derived using a base line cost of 2 dollars
per loaded mile for commercial tractor-trailer transport. The loose, round and square transports
can hold 5.1, 10, and 19.5 tons of material respectively. The compressed bale transport can
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theoretically hold 1.8 times the material that a square bale transport can this would be 35.1 tons of
material. This is the overall maximum limit, local hauling limits will be the limiting factor.
Dividing 2 dollars per mile by the loose weight we find 0.39 dollars per mile for the loose system.
The baled material handling and SSL costs are taken from research done by (Sokhansanj et al.,
2009). This research found that trucking costs for square bales were comprised of a base cost of
5.70 dollars per Mg and a variable cost of 0.1367 dollars per Mile per Mg. This formula was
used to create Table 9.2, where the base costs are at the SSL and the variable costs are in the
transportation column.
Table 9.2. Summary of handling and transport costs

Handling System
Loose Material
Round Bales
Large Square Bales
Compressed Bales

Field Costs

SSL Cost

Transport Costs

(Dollars/Ton)
4.27
11.25
11.53
-

(Dollars/Ton)
12.54
6.27
19.58

(Dollars/Ton-Mi)
0.39
0.48
0.24
0.12

9.5 Modeling Results
A model is used to determine the acreage and cost of a satellite storage location (SSL)
given the size and distance away from the plant. This model is created in Excel (Microsoft Inc.).
The model is then optimized with a Visual Basic (Microsoft Inc.) program which gradually
changes the size and location of all the SSL’s to determine where the most acres can be covered.
The input of the model is seen in Table 9.3. The model output shows feasible hauling regions for
all handling scenarios for the plant and SSL locations (Figure 9.2). Complete modeling results
are shown in Chapter 8.
Research by Carolan et al. suggests that the optimum amount of biomass needed at a
large plant may be 6000 to 8000 dry tons per day (2007). This is almost double the size of the
large plant in Figure 9.2. This research focused on corn stover, which would be a byproduct of
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corn grain production. A plant utilizing switchgrass may differ in size due to a higher cost
associated with the feedstock.

Figure 9.2. Model output for a 1.6 million ton per year biomass plant

9.6 Hypothesis Evaluation and Significance
The proposed hypothesis asks if the compressed square bale could reduce costs as
compared standard square bale at a fifty mile transport distance. While the results of complete
cost analysis, and field tests can be seen in section 9.4, the following figures are taken from that
analysis. The cost to produce a square bale was found to be 11.53 dollars per ton. The cost to
transport that bale was found to be 0.24 dollars per ton mile and 6.27 dollars for a base cost, or
18.27 dollars per ton at fifty miles. This gives a total cost of 29.80 dollars per ton, which will be
used to compare to the compressed bale.
A statistical analysis of the data was performed in Minitab (Minitab Inc.) and can be seen
in Appendix D. The cost of each compressed bale was first calculated (Table D.1) before
analysis. The total cost was then verified to follow a normal distribution (Figure D.1). The total
cost of creating, compressing and transporting the bales was found to be an average of 37.04
dollars per ton (Figure D.2). As also seen in Figure D.2 the total cost of the compressed bale is
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significantly different from 29.80 dollars per ton at a 95% confidence interval. This allows us to
conclude that the first alternative hypothesis that the costs required to bale and transport
switchgrass is less than the costs required to bale, transport, and compress switchgrass at fifty
miles at 95% confidence.
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Chapter 10 - Conclusions and Recommendations
A model for multiple chains of equipment using storage locations was developed and
verified using results acquired from field experiments. This model is able to select the most
economical handling system for each satellite storage location. The model was optimized for
three different size plants, and reported three maps showing the locations and size of each SSL.
To acquire data for loose material harvesting costs, two harvesting machine systems were
evaluated. From these tests the self-loading wagon was found to be more suited to loose material
handling than a forage harvester and truck system for short distance transport. Loose material
may be hauled directly to the plant, but has no feasible method of dry storage has been found for
loose dry material. Since storage is infeasible and loose material will be harvested in the spring,
the material will be harvested on demand and transported directly to the plant, where it will be
immediately processed. All biomass material transported to a SSL will be in baled form to allow
for storage until the biomass is needed.
Bale densification technology was proposed for reducing handling costs of herbaceous
biomass. A commercial bale compression machine was evaluated and the operational cost of
compressing large square bales of switchgrass was 16.44 dollars per wet ton. The bales were
compressed to 55.3 percent of their normal volume, when placed on pallets the resulting 20 small
bales would take up 60.6 percent of the original size. Compression of wet materials was not
evaluated, and should be studied in future research.
Table 9.3 outlines the complete costs for handling and transporting loose biomass, round
bales of biomass, large square bale, and compressed large square bales. From this table the
compression costs are 19.58 dollars and the Baled cost is 6.27 dollars this difference is a cost of
13.31 dollars per ton; saving 0.12 dollars per ton per mile with the systems tested. A distance of
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greater than 111 miles would be required to offset the compression cost with transport savings.
The compressor is currently used for high value hay exporting, which transports hay over long
distances. The fact that the compressor is not currently used for local hay transport validates the
long distance calculated. The transport process will also be drastically affected by the fuel input
costs. As the fuel costs rise the compressor will save more money in transport costs.
Compressed bales will also reduce storage costs as compared to a standard square bale. A
compression of 50 percent of normal bale volume would result in a large savings for storing the
bales. Storage savings are not specifically studied in this research.
The long transport distance allowing for the compressor to break even illustrates the need
for a redesign of the compressor. The compressor costs primarily come from the high machinery
costs and fuel consumption. These costs can be reduced by designing a less complex compressor.
Further work should focus on compressing a whole large square bale without dividing it into
multiple sections. Wet material should also be researched for compression; wet herbaceous
biomass requires less energy to compress, compression may also limit oxygen resulting in an
anaerobic storage environment. A redesign should also contain methods to increase throughput
speed of the compressor and the reduction of labor to only one person.
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Appendix A - Round Baler Cost Analysis
Description
Purchase Price
Design Life
Hours per day
Days per Week
Weeks per Yr
Annual Use
Interest
Insurance
Tax
Repair/maintain
Salvage Value
Capacity

Round Baler
20000
1500
10
5
4
200
0.08
0.0025
0.01
0.9
0.1
8.76

Tractor
90000
12000
10
5
4
200
0.08
0.0025
0.01
1
0.1
8.76

Units
$
hr
hr/d
d/wk
wk/yr
hr
%
%
%
%
%
t/hr

Calculations

Life
Ownership Cost / Yr
Oc per hr

7.50
5930
29.65

60.00
7935
39.68

yrs
$
$/hr

Returns

Cost
Cost

3.38
1.04

4.53
1.39

$/t
$/bale

Inputs

Source
D497.6

D497.6
Table 6.1
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Appendix B - Large Square Baler Cost Analysis
Description
Purchase Price
Design Life
Hours per day
Days per Week
Weeks per Yr
Annual Use
Interest
Insurance
Tax
Repair/maintain
Salvage Value
Capacity

Large Square
90,000
3000
10
5
4
200
0.08
0.0025
0.01
0.75
0.1
12.61

Tractor
100,000
12000
10
5
4
200
0.08
0.0025
0.01
1
0.1
12.61

Units
$
hr
hr/d
d/wk
wk/yr
hr
%
%
%
%
%
dt/hr

Calculations

Life
Ownership Cost / yr
Oc per hr

15.00
14985
74.93

60.00
8817
44.08

yrs
$
$/hr

Returns

Cost
Cost

5.94
2.99

3.50
1.76

$/t
$/bale

Inputs

Source
D497.6

D497.6
Table 6.1
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Appendix C - Compressed Baler Cost Analysis
Machinery Cost
Description
Purchase Price
Inputs
Design Life
Hours per day
Days per Week
Weeks per Yr
Annual Use
Intrest
Insurance
Tax
Repair/maintain
Fuel Use
Fuel Cost
Labor Cost
Salvage Value
Capacity

Compressor Cost
480000
15000
10
5
30
1500
0.08
0.0025
0.01
10

0.1
8

Fork Lift
50000
15000
5
5
30
750
0.08
0.0025
0.01
7
3
1.02
15
0.1
8

Units
$
hr
hr/d
d/wk
wk/yr
hr
%
%
%
$/hr
l/hr
$/l
$/hr
%
t/hr

Calculations

Life
Ownership Cost
Oc per hr
Operating Cost
Total Cost

10.00
70320
46.88
10
56.88

20.00
5075
6.77
25.06
31.83

yrs
$ /yr
$/hr
$/hr
$/hr

Returns

Cost

7.11

3.98

$/t

Total Cost
11.49
$/t
(One Compressor + ForkLift + Housing)
Storage Cost
Interest
Insurance
Tax
Cost to build
Size
Cost total
Life
CRF
Owner cost
Cost per ton

0.08
0.0025
0.01
40
7000
560000
15
0.1168
72424.55
0.402

%
%
%
$/sqft
sqft
$
yrs
%
$
$/t
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Appendix D – Statistical Analysis
Table D.1. Compressed bale cost used for statistical analysis
Fuel Used
(gal)
0.19
0.17
0.24
0.21
0.19
0.34
0.35
0.23
0.31

Bale
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Time
(hrs)
0.0656
0.0386
0.0528
0.0358
0.0375
0.0689
0.0553
0.0336
0.0689

Hours/ton

Gal/ton

0.1413
0.0832
0.1137
0.0772
0.0808
0.1485
0.1191
0.0724
0.1485

0.4095
0.3664
0.5172
0.4526
0.4095
0.7328
0.7543
0.4957
0.6681

Cost
($/ton)1
5.4675
3.5952
4.9626
3.6738
3.6525
6.6534
5.8359
3.6591
6.4593

Total
Cost2
37.6275
35.7552
37.1226
35.8338
35.8125
38.8134
37.9959
35.8191
38.6193

1 - Cost includes two laborers and fuel
2 - Total Cost includes 11.49 $/t machinery cost, 9.14 $/t transport cost and 11.53 $/t baling
cost

Probability Plot of Total Cost
Normal - 95% CI
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Mean
StDev
N
AD
P-Value

95
90

Percent

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
5

1
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34

36

38
Total Cost

40

42

Figure D.1. Normality check of total cost for compressed bales

37.04
1.275
9
0.597
0.083
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One-Sample T: Total Cost
Test of mu = 29.8 vs not = 29.8
Variable
Total Cost

N
9

Mean
37.044

StDev
1.275

SE Mean
0.425

95% CI
(36.064, 38.025)

Figure D.2. One-sample t-test of total cost

T
17.04

P
0.000
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Appendix E – Model User Interface
Table E.1. Part 1 inputs, distance, and radius calculation

Plant

SSL1
SSL2
SSL3
SSL4
SSL5
SSL6
SSL7
SSL8
SSL9
SSL10
Overlap

Number

Loose
Round
Large Square
Round
Large Square
Round
Large Square
Round
Large Square
Round
Large Square
Large Square
Large Square
Large Square
Large Square
Large Square
Compressed
SSL1
SSL2
SSL3
SSL4
SSL5
SSL6
SSL7
SSL8
SSL9
SSL10
SSL1
SSL2
SSL3
SSL4
SSL5
SSL6
SSL7
SSL8
SSL9
SSL10

Acers Variable
20000
0
0
360
693228
0
104629
0
86275
0
83434
84022
28594
28846
7321
5701
1
335
2001
4315
5656
6234
1637
2230
376
396
436
190040
848657
975327
1086700
1222473
2888983
2928367
7904621
9075568
8933216

X
0.0
0.0
0.0
21.69
21.69
47.28
47.28
60.61
60.61
73.04
73.04
85.32
95.39
102.73
108.39
111.94
113.60

# of ssl's
19
85
98
109
122
289
293
790
908
893

Acers
20000
20000
20000
360
693588
0
104629
0
86275
0
83434
84022
28594
28846
7321
5701
1

cost per ssl
69359
10463
8628
8343
8402
2859
2885
732
570
0
total

Radius (mi)
3.2
3.2
3.2
0.4
18.6
0.0
7.2
0.0
6.6
0.0
6.4
6.5
3.8
3.8
1.9
1.7
0.0

1318095
887941
841463
906677
1027146
826076
844717
578697
517398
89
7748300
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X SSL5 = X SSL4 + Radius SSL4 + Radius SSL5 – Overlap SSL5 / 10000
Equation E.1. X value formula for SSL5

Radius SSL5 = SQRT (Acres SSL5 * 0.0015625 / 3.14159)
Equation E.2. Radius formula for SSL5

Table E.2. Part 2 distance to other storage location calculation
Distance
Plant

SSL1
SSL2
SSL3
SSL4
SSL5
SSL6
SSL7
SSL8
SSL9
SSL10

Loose
Round
Large Square
Round
Large Square
Round
Large Square
Round
Large Square
Round
Large Square
Large Square
Large Square
Large Square
Large Square
Large Square
Compressed

21.7
21.7
47.3
47.3
60.6
60.6
73.0
73.0
85.3
95.4
102.7
108.4
111.9
113.6

Dist to other SSL

Acres

7.14
7.14
3.50
3.50
3.90
3.90
4.22
4.22
4.38
2.07
2.20
0.86
0.77
0.80

20,000.00
20,000.00
20,000.00
360.00
693,575.86
104,383.34
85,644.22
82,514.95
82,962.79
28,471.03
28,672.08
7,311.10
5,692.02
0.01

Distance to Other SSL SSL5 =
IF ( #SSL SSL5 < 2 , 100 , 2*Distance SSL5 * SIN ( RADIANS (360 / (2*#SSL SSL5))))
Equation E.3. Distance to Other SSL formula
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Acres SSL5 = (IF((Distance SSL5- Distance SSL4)>= Radius SSL5+ Radius SSL4, Acres SSL5,(( Acres SSL5 - 640*(
Radius SSL5^2*ACOS(((Distance SSL5- Distance SSL4)^2+ Radius SSL5^2- Radius SSL4^2)/(2*( Distance SSL5Distance SSL4)* Radius SSL5))+ Radius SSL4^2*ACOS(((Distance SSL5- Distance SSL4)^2- Radius SSL5^2+
Radius SSL4^2)/(2*( Distance SSL5- Distance SSL4)* Radius SSL4))-0.5*SQRT((-(Distance SSL5- Distance SSL4)+
Radius SSL5+ Radius SSL4)*(( Distance SSL5- Distance SSL4)+ Radius SSL5- Radius SSL4)*(( Distance SSL5Distance SSL4)- Radius SSL5+ Radius SSL4)*(( Distance SSL5- Distance SSL4)+ Radius SSL5+ Radius SSL4)))))))
Equation E.4. Acreage formula to subtract over lap of SSLs

Table E.3. Part 3 overlap, final acreage, and cost calculation
Overlap side
Plant

SSL1
SSL2
SSL3
SSL4
SSL5
SSL6
SSL7
SSL8
SSL9
SSL10

Loose
Round
Large Square
Round
Large Square
Round
Large Square
Round
Large Square
Round
Large Square
Large Square
Large Square
Large Square
Large Square
Large Square
Compressed

524,900
72,634
54,031
49,251
48,447
18,707
18,312
5,235
4,045
-

Acres
20,000
6,841
3,198,669
2,694,423
3,083,280
3,614,774
4,219,406
2,820,755
3,033,715
1,641,322
1,494,327
5

Cost
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

111,001
107,228
49,760,654
45,749,729
56,258,686
70,409,203
87,378,523
60,495,555
67,293,338
37,027,747
34,208,911
178
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Overlap with Side SSls SSL5 = (IF(DisToOther SSL5>= Radius SSL5+ Radius SSL5,0,(640*( Radius
SSL5^2*ACOS((DisToOther SSL5^2+

Radius SSL5^2- Radius SSL5^2)/(2* DisToOther SSL5* Radius SSL5))+

Radius SSL5^2*ACOS((DisToOther SSL5^2- Radius SSL5^2+ Radius SSL5^2)/(2* DisToOther SSL5* Radius
SSL5))-0.5*SQRT((-DisToOther SSL5+
SSL5)*(

Radius SSL5+ Radius SSL5)*( DisToOther SSL5+ Radius SSL5- Radius

DisToOther SSL5- Radius SSL5+ Radius SSL5)*( DisToOther SSL5+ Radius SSL5+ Radius SSL5))))))
Equation E.5. Overlap with side SSL formula

Final Acres SSL5 = IF (Acres SSL5- OverlapSide SSL5>=0, #SSL SSL5*( Acres SSL5- OverlapSide SSL5),1)
Equation E.6. Final acres formula

Table E.4. Part 4 total acreage and total cost calculation
Acres Total
Cost Total
Cost/Ac

$
$

25,827,517.226
516,549,053.15
19.9999500

Acres Total = IFERROR ( SUM ( FinalAcresPLANTLOOSE : FinalAcresSSL10),0)
Equation E.7. Total acreage formula

Cost Total = SUM (CostPLANTLOOSE : CostSSL10) + CostSSLFIXED
Equation E.8. Cost total formula

Cost Per Acre = IFERROR ( CostTotal / AcresTotal , 33 )
Equation E.9. Cost per acre formula
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Appendix F - Model Optimization Code
Sub Button2_Click()
' Doug Brownell 2/23/09 Switchgrass Optimization Program
' Goal is to increment solutions to get closer and closer to answer
Dim itr, A, B, D, E, F, tempB, tempD, tempAC, tempAChigh, tempAClow, tempACmid As Double
Dim tempCostLow, tempCostHigh, tempCostMid, tempAClow2, tempcostlow2, jump As Double
Dim tempCostM2, tempACM2, tempCostM3, tempACM3 As Double
Dim placeB, placeD As String
Dim cth, ctl, ctl2, ctm, ctm2, ctm3 As Double
cth = 0
ctl = 0
ctl2 = 0
ctm = 0
ctm2 = 0
ctm3 = 0
jump = 1
itr = Range("H12").Value
'And B <> 34 And B <> 35 And B <> 36 And B <> 37 And B <> 38 And B <> 44 And B <> 45 And B <> 46
And B <> 47 And B <> 48 And D <> 34 And D <> 35 And D <> 36 And D <> 37 And D <> 38 And D <> 44 And D
<> 45 And D <> 46 And D <> 47 And D <> 48
For A = 1 To itr
For B = 21 To 54 'loop through inputs to raise
placeB = "C" + CStr(B)
For D = 21 To 54 'loop through inputs to raise or lower
If (B <> D) Then 'check b not equal to d
repeat:
'if a guess is correct then try it again
placeD = "c" + CStr(D)
tempB = Range(placeB).Value
tempD = Range(placeD).Value 'set temps
tempAC = Range("H39").Value
Range(placeB).Value = tempB + 1 'high guess for b and d
Range(placeD).Value = tempD + jump
tempAChigh = Range("H39").Value
tempCostHigh = Range("H41").Value
Range(placeB).Value = tempB + jump
Range(placeD).Value = tempD - jump 'low guess
tempAClow = Range("H39").Value
tempCostLow = Range("H41").Value
Range(placeD).Value = tempD 'mid guess
tempACmid = Range("H39").Value
tempCostMid = Range("H41").Value
Range(placeB).Value = tempB
Range(placeD).Value = tempD - jump 'low2 guess
tempAClow2 = Range("H39").Value
tempcostlow2 = Range("H41").Value
Range(placeB).Value = tempB + 1
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Range(placeD).Value = tempD - jump 'm2 guess
tempACM2 = Range("H39").Value
tempCostM2 = Range("H41").Value
Range(placeB).Value = tempB - 1
Range(placeD).Value = tempD + jump 'm3 guess
tempACM3 = Range("H39").Value
tempCostM3 = Range("H41").Value
Range("j7").Value = A
Range("j6").Value = jump
Range("j8").Value = cth
Range("j9").Value = ctl 'output checking vars
Range("j10").Value = ctm
Range("j11").Value = ctl2
Range("j12").Value = ctm2
Range("j13").Value = ctm3

If (tempCostHigh < 20) And (tempAChigh > tempAC) Then 'set high guess in place
Range(placeB).Value = tempB + 1
Range(placeD).Value = tempD + jump
cth = cth + 1
GoTo repeat
ElseIf (tempCostLow < 20) And ((tempD - jump) >= 0) And (tempAClow > tempAC) Then
Range(placeB).Value = tempB + jump 'set low guess
Range(placeD).Value = tempD - jump
ctl = ctl + 1
GoTo repeat
ElseIf (tempCostMid < 20) And (tempACmid > tempAC) Then
Range(placeB).Value = tempB + jump 'set mid guesses in place
Range(placeD).Value = tempD
ctm = ctm + 1
GoTo repeat
ElseIf (tempcostlow2 < 20) And (tempD - jump) >= 0 And (tempAClow2 >= tempAC) Then
Range(placeB).Value = tempB 'set low 2 guesses in place
Range(placeD).Value = tempD - jump
ctl2 = ctl2 + 1
GoTo repeat
ElseIf (tempCostM2 < 20) And (tempD - jump) >= 0 And (tempACM2 > tempAC) Then
Range(placeB).Value = tempB + 1 'set m2 guesses in place
Range(placeD).Value = tempD - jump
ctm2 = ctm2 + 1
GoTo repeat
ElseIf (tempCostM3 < 20) And (tempB - 1) >= 0 And (tempACM3 > tempAC) Then
Range(placeB).Value = tempB - 1 'set m3 guesses in place
Range(placeD).Value = tempD + jump
ctm3 = ctm3 + 1
GoTo repeat
Else
'do nothing
Range(placeB).Value = tempB
Range(placeD).Value = tempD
If B = 54 And D = 53 Then 'arbitary spot to chage jump
jump = jump + 1
End If
If (cth + ctl + ctl2 + ctm + ctm2 + ctm3) > 0 Then
cth = 0
ctl = 0
ctl2 = 0
ctm = 0
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ctm2 = 0
ctm3 = 0
jump = 1
End If
End If
End If
Next D
Next B
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Appendix G - Model Secondary Code
Sub Button2_Click()
' Doug Brownell 2/23/09 Switchgrass Optimization Program
' Goal is to guess solutions to get closer and closer to answer
Dim itr, A, B, D, E, F, tempB, tempD, tempAC, tempAChigh, tempAClow, tempACmid As Double
Dim tempCostLow, tempCostHigh, tempCostMid, tempAClow2, tempcostlow2, jump As Double
Dim tempCostM2, tempACM2, tempCostM3, tempACM3 As Double
Dim placeB, placeD As String
Dim cth, ctl, ctl2, ctm, ctm2, ctm3 As Double
cth = 0
ctl = 0
ctl2 = 0
ctm = 0
ctm2 = 0
ctm3 = 0
jump = 1
itr = Range("H12").Value
For A = 1 To itr
For B = 21 To 54 'loop through inputs to raise
placeB = "C" + CStr(B)
For D = 21 To 54 'loop through inputs to raise or lower
If (B <> D) Then 'check b not equal to d
repeat:
'if a guess is correct then try it again
placeD = "c" + CStr(D)
tempB = Range(placeB).Value
tempD = Range(placeD).Value 'set temps
tempAC = 72000 'Range("H39").Value
tempCost = Range("H40").Value
Range(placeB).Value = tempB + 1 'high guess for b and d
Range(placeD).Value = tempD + jump
tempAChigh = Range("H39").Value
tempCostHigh = Range("H40").Value
Range(placeB).Value = tempB + jump
Range(placeD).Value = tempD - jump 'low guess
tempAClow = Range("H39").Value
tempCostLow = Range("H40").Value
Range(placeD).Value = tempD 'mid guess
tempACmid = Range("H39").Value
tempCostMid = Range("H40").Value
Range(placeB).Value = tempB
Range(placeD).Value = tempD - jump 'low2 guess
tempAClow2 = Range("H39").Value
tempcostlow2 = Range("H40").Value
Range(placeB).Value = tempB + 1
Range(placeD).Value = tempD - jump 'm2 guess
tempACM2 = Range("H39").Value
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tempCostM2 = Range("H40").Value
Range(placeB).Value = tempB - 1
Range(placeD).Value = tempD + jump 'm3 guess
tempACM3 = Range("H39").Value
tempCostM3 = Range("H40").Value
Range("j7").Value = A
Range("j6").Value = jump
Range("j8").Value = cth
Range("j9").Value = ctl 'output checking vars
Range("j10").Value = ctm
Range("j11").Value = ctl2
Range("j12").Value = ctm2
Range("j13").Value = ctm3
If (tempCostHigh < tempCost) And (tempAChigh > tempAC) Then 'set high guess in place
Range(placeB).Value = tempB + 1
Range(placeD).Value = tempD + jump
cth = cth + 1
GoTo repeat
ElseIf (tempCostLow < tempCost) And ((tempD - jump) >= 0) And (tempAClow > tempAC) Then
Range(placeB).Value = tempB + jump 'set low guess
Range(placeD).Value = tempD - jump
ctl = ctl + 1
GoTo repeat
ElseIf (tempCostMid < tempCost) And (tempACmid > tempAC) Then
Range(placeB).Value = tempB + jump 'set mid guesses in place
Range(placeD).Value = tempD
ctm = ctm + 1
GoTo repeat
ElseIf (tempcostlow2 <= tempCost) And (tempD - jump) >= 0 And (tempAClow2 >= tempAC) Then
Range(placeB).Value = tempB 'set low 2 guesses in place
Range(placeD).Value = tempD - jump
ctl2 = ctl2 + 1
GoTo repeat
ElseIf (tempCostM2 < tempCost) And (tempD - jump) >= 0 And (tempACM2 > tempAC) Then
Range(placeB).Value = tempB + 1 'set m2 guesses in place
Range(placeD).Value = tempD - jump
ctm2 = ctm2 + 1
GoTo repeat
ElseIf (tempCostM3 < tempCost) And (tempB - 1) >= 0 And (tempACM3 > tempAC) Then
Range(placeB).Value = tempB - 1 'set m3 guesses in place
Range(placeD).Value = tempD + jump
ctm3 = ctm3 + 1
GoTo repeat
Else
'do nothing
Range(placeB).Value = tempB
Range(placeD).Value = tempD
If B = 54 And D = 53 Then 'arbitary spot to chage jump
jump = jump + 1
End If
If (cth + ctl + ctl2 + ctm + ctm2 + ctm3) > 0 Then
cth = 0
ctl = 0
ctl2 = 0
ctm = 0
ctm2 = 0
ctm3 = 0
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jump = 1
End If
End If
End If
Next D
Next B
Next A
End Sub

